
Ashler Hills Public Outreach Summary 
 
Overview 
A comprehensive public outreach strategy was used to communicate about and seek input the 
development of Ashler Hills Park.  For the most part, outreach was focused on the residents and home 
owners associations in proximity to the park.  
 
Project Website 
The cornerstone of all communication was the project website.  All mailings, newsletter, social media 
post and signage directed interested parties back to the website.  
 
Sections include: 

• Project Status 
• Project Overview  
• Public Outreach (including the hosting of the Virtual Public Meeting) 
• Exhibits 
• Frequently Asked Questions 
• Public Comment Form 

 
 
Virtual Public Meetings 
A Virtual Public Meeting was hosted on the project website in September and October 2021.  The virtual 
public meeting consisted of a video presentation which introduced the overall project, then went over 
details of the conceptual plan.    In addition, several frequently asked questions and answers were 
available for people to review as well as exhibits of project elements.  Comments were received by a 
survey form and through the phone hotline phone number. The project generated 234 comments from 
the community. Additionally, the property owners/residents of Las Piedras at Sevano Village submitted 
consolidated comments and sent a letter which was signed by 55 residents.  
 
A second community meeting is tentatively scheduled for January and February of 2022.  The meeting 
will also be held virtually and hosted on the City’s website.  The meeting will present an updated 
conceptual plan based on the comment received during the public process. 
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Project/Virtual Public Meeting Publicity 
Mailing (Postcard Attached) 

• 1,010 homes and business in proximity of Ashler Hills Park 
Electronic Publications  

• Scottsdale Update  
HOA 

• Information on the project and the meeting was communicated to the following Homeowners 
Associations: Solstice at Sevano, Sevano Village, Whisper Rock, Pinnacle Peak Ranchos, 
Ironwood Retreat and Terravita.  Many of them assiste3d with virtual public meeting publicity.   

 
Stakeholder Outreach 
The Homeowner’s Associations in the vicinity of the park site have all been active in the planning 
process and were notified of the meeting.  Additionally, an interested parties email list was developed 
during the planning process and bond outreach for the project and was used to update the community 
on the public process. 
 
Board and Commission Meetings 
The project will be reviewed by the Parks and Recreation Commission twice.  The first meeting is 
informational and will serve as an update on the project and process.  The second meeting will allow the 
commission to vote on the updated conceptual plans and take place in early 2022 after the second 
virtual public meeting. 
 
Parks & Recreation Commission Update   December 15, 2021 
Parks & recreation Commission Action Item Early 2022 
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Participate in a Virtual Public Meeting to Plan the Future of Ashler Hills Neighborhood Park 
 

Design work is underway on a new neighborhood 
park which will be located at Ashler Hills Drive and 
74th Way.  You are invited to participate in a Virtual 
Public Meeting to view preliminary plans for the park 
and let us know what you think.   
 
Visit the project website at ScottsdaleAZ.gov, and 
search “Ashler Hills.”  To participate, click on the 
“Virtual Public Meeting” link, watch and listen to the 
presentation, view the exhibits and Frequently Asked 
Questions.  Finally, submit your comments using the 
public comment form.  They will be reviewed by the 
project team and follow the project through the 
public hearing process.   

Planned elements of the 17-acre park include: 
• Open turf play areas 
• Shaded playground 
• Restrooms 
• Lighted Sport Courts (basketball and 

pickleball) 
• Walking Paths and Trails 
• Lighted Parking (70 spaces) 

 
This project was funded in the 2019 Bond Election as 
Question 1, Project 55, Build a 17-Acre Neighborhood 
Park at Ashler Hills Drive and 74th Way. Construction 
is scheduled to begin fall of 2022 and is anticipated to 
take approximately 12 – 14 months to complete. 
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Participate in a Virtual Public Meeting to Plan the Future of Ashler Hills Neighborhood Park 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Virtual Public Meeting 
Now through October 15 

 

Visit ScottsdaleAZ.gov, search “Ashler Hills” 
then click on the virtual public meeting link. 

 

Questions? 
Project Hotline 480-312-4444 

Or view the Frequently Asked Questions  
section of the project website. 
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Ashler Hills Virtual Public Meeting Comments 
Virtual Public Meeting Fall 2021 
 

COMMENT 1 
Highest concentration of baby boomers in United States are in 85266.  I would think a senior citizen 
exercise park as featured in AARP would be more of a health benefit to those that live in this area.  
And many of these over 50 have a dog so a dog park is needed and would be a good use of space. 
  
COMMENT 2 
My wife and I live near the proposed park site.  While we are concerned about increased traffic on 
Ashler Hills, having tennis courts nearby will be a great addition to the limited court facilities in this 
area. Please, please, include at least two tennis courts in the park.  I am part of a group of 25-30 
players who struggle for court time elsewhere, and I look forward to the new courts in the park. To 
that end, the many Scottsdale voters in our group supported the bond issue.    
Thanks for your consideration of two courts in the park.  And please make tennis and pickle ball as 
separate facilities. 
  
COMMENT 3 
I am reaching out to comment on the Ashler Hills project.  I am in total support of this project.  Let's 
get started on it right away!!! 
  
COMMENT 4 
I would love to see a large grassy area in the park where there could be evening concerts!  Where 
people can spread a blanket or use low chairs, pack a dinner picnic and enjoy life, and maybe even 
dance!! There is no where near here to feel grass under you feet!  (Except golf courses, which are off 
limits.)  My former home town in Oregon held these types of concerts and they were so well 
attended. People loved them!  I believe it is a much better use of space at Ashler Hills Park than the 
possible exercise equipment platform that has been suggested. 
Please see Foothills Park Lake Oswego on Youtube. 
  
COMMENT 5 
Love the look of the park. Would have loved to see a dog park and am not sure why this isn’t feasible. 
  
COMMENT 6 
I WOULD LOVE TO HAVE A DOG PARK!!!!!!!!! THERE IS NO PLACE CLOSE TO LET THE DOGS RUN!!! 
ALSO I WOULD LOVE TO SEE A PICKLEBALL COURT PUT IN!!!!! 
  
COMMENT 7 
I understand the desire to keep the pickleball courts away from the residential area, but if the courts 
could be laid out in two groups of 4 it would help with “drop in” pickleball. Also, it would be beneficial 
to have a place for players to sit (shaded or unshaded, benches or seats) and a space to rack-up 
between games outside of the court areas.  
 
COMMENT 8 
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Hard to believe that this park won’t be done until 2023….but I’m still thrilled that there will finally be 
pickleball courts in North Scottsdale and we won’t have to drive all the way to Thompson Peak!!! 
  
COMMENT 9 
Thank you for the work you have done on the park plan thus far. I think the renderings look nice, but 
there are not any components that I would use. I might use the walking trail a few times, but it looks 
to be rather short for my purposes. North Scottsdale has an older population, so it seems a 
neighborhood park should contain relevant activities. A rebounding wall would appeal to tennis 
players of all ages and to soccer players. This would be a small area where a person could practice 
alone using the wall as the opponent. A fitness circuit with exercises for adults and seniors would 
likely get more use than a playground. 
  
COMMENT 10 
Beautiful concept. VERY disappointed that the dog park is not being considered.  There are more dogs 
than children/grandchildren in this area and no close dog parks.  Dog parks offer a great way for older 
(and younger) residents to get some exercise and socialize while providing the same for their pups.  I 
hope the sports courts will be pickleball as that is a huge up and coming sport and there are again, no 
courts nearby.   
 
Appreciate all the work going into making this happen.  Hope the feedback from the "neighbors" that 
will use the park are considered and a dog park and pickleball will be part of the final park.  Looks to 
be plenty of space for both. 
  
COMMENT 11 
We voted for the park because a dog park was included. We might have opposed the park if we knew 
that one was not planned.  I feel like it was a bait and switch operation.  And I think the dog park 
should be included as first planned. 
  
COMMENT 12 
Hi,  
Thanks for sharing the plan for Ashler Hills Park. It looks nice, I just have a few comments: 
 
Name of park - I feel like the name Ashler Hills Park limits the scope of who can/will use the park.  I 
feel Scottsdale North Park better captures the people who will use the park. 
 
Sport courts - I feel 8 pickle ball courts is a lot.  I would rather see 2 basketball courts and the rest 
pickle ball courts. 
 
Thank you. 
  
COMMENT 13 
I live in Oregon I was told by a realtor that Scottsdale is such a dig friendly city but that there will be 
no dig area in the new park. Please reconsider this!  Thanks 
  
COMMENT 14 
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Please consider putting an off leash area foe dogs in the new park-Scottsdale is considered to be such 
a dog-friendly city!  Thanks 
 
COMMENT 15 
Thank you for eight pickleball courts, light and parking.  I like that the lights go out at 10 pm and you 
located the courts closest to the shopping center to remediate noise.  Thank you for preserving native 
saguaros and vegetation.  I look forward to using this park often.  As I live in the adjoining Las Piedras 
community, I am hoping construction traffic and noise will be minimal. 
  
COMMENT 16 
Great addition to our area.  
 
COMMENT 17 
The drop down regarding noise from the sports courts does not effectively provide an answer to that 
question.   Noise from bball and pickle all is part of the nature of the game and there should be solidly 
planted areas and perhaps directional walls to funnel that noise away from residential areas.   As an 
aside, noise from the increased traffic on Scottsdale blvd is creeping up and perhaps beyond the 
acceptable level and plantings along the “scenic highway” could certainly improve.  But that is 
perhaps a story fro another day, albeit an important one to quality of life for all of us. 
  
COMMENT 18 
I’m glad to see this land finally being developed. However, I think 8 pickle ball courts is excessive. This 
amount of courts will promote league play and tournaments. What will this do for neighborhood 
traffic and parking when lot fills up. My concern is how it will hinder my ability to get through to my 
neighborhood to get home. I would rather fewer pickle ball courts and add a bocce ball court. Activity 
for more people yet not large enough to promote leagues coming in and taking over the 
“neighborhood” park.  
 
COMMENT 19 
Looks like a great park! I am super happy about it going in this area. My kids and grandkids will love it! 
 
COMMENT 20 
I just got finished watching the video and looking at the planning and layouts for the new proposed 
Ashler Hills Park.  When I visited the FAQ's page there are two areas that are not working properly.   
1.  When clicking on the question " Will noise from the sport courts impact the adjacent residential 
neighborhoods" the wrong answer comes up.  I would like to see that answered correctly.   
2.  When trying to report the above issue I called the number listed as the hotline for to do so and it  
states that it if the hotline for the Bell Road Sports Complex.  I think this needs to be fixed as it will 
lead to frustration on the part of anyone, like me, who calls it.   
 
I am excited about the park rendering and will look forward to the meeting as I attended the prior one 
and I am glad the pickle ball is being incorporated here as an additional exercise option near us.  
 
COMMENT 21 
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I would like to propose part of the Ashler Hills Park be designated as a dog park. North Scottsdale 
does not have a dog park nearby, and there are many dog owners in this area.  I hope this will be 
something the project team will consider.  Thank you … Joy Houghton  
 
COMMENT 22 
Hello:  I like your plans, BUT you really have to consider the demographics of this area.  Not a whole 
lot of younger people here, so honestly, I think a basketball court will not be used.  There are plenty of 
gyms with indoor basketball courts. Pickleball is a good choice. 
 
Now, we do feel that a dog park is important. This can easily be accomplished by fencing on of the 
grassy areas.  The nearest dog park is the Pinnacle Dog Park about 10 miles away.  There are no other 
dog park areas nearby. If anything, favor a dog park which will be used, rather than a plain grassy area 
which will mostly be used for dogs anyway.   
 
And a skatepark.  For this area, that is a pretty funny suggestion.  
 
COMMENT 23 
I would like to see a dog park added to these plans. Currently I have to drive 20 minutes one way for a 
safe place for my dog to play. I was under the impression this park was to have an area for dogs.  
 
COMMENT 24 
I’m thrilled to have this park near my house! Thank you for including Pickleball courts as well!  
 
COMMENT 25 
I am in favor of the North Scottsdale park and as many pickleball courts as possible.  
 
COMMENT 26  
Looking forward to seeing this great project completed!!!  
 
COMMENT 27 
Dear Board members: 
 
This park is very exciting and badly needed in the northeast valley.  Please know that the pickleball  
courts will see by far the most use among the resources in the park, and plan accordingly.  Pickleball is 
growing rapidly and attracting younger players and families so please take a bit of care and learn from 
the mistakes at older parks:  not enough shade, not enough space to accommodate bystanders 
waiting to play. 
 
So,  please build small shade kiosks between the courts to allow for rest and social areas within the 
court area. 
 
I strongly urge you to observe the pickleball play at Cholla and Horizon and Thompson Peak to see 
how dangerous and uncomfortable it can be for spectators there.  Please do better! 
 
Also, I think a dog park is entirely appropriate for a neighborhood park.  The notion that one should 
drive 20 minutes or more to reach a dog park does not make sense.  It wastes energy and time, 
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generates traffic, etc.  A dog park is not loud and is not expensive to build.  There’s plenty of room for 
a 2 acre dog park on this site.  Please reconsider this.  Keep in mind that the dog park does not have to 
be grass: it could be a fenced off section of the desert area. 
 
Thanks again!  
 
COMMENT 28 
Please consider speeding up the construction process.  It should not take 20 months to build a park.  
Aim for completion 6 months from now, and incentivize the general contractor to get it done on time, 
with both positive and negative incentives.  We’ve been waiting more than 2 years now -  Citizens 
need this park yesterday!  
 
COMMENT 29 
It would be helpful to have a  shady area and seating near the pickleball courts.  
 
COMMENT 30 
This is great news. There is a very real need for this facility and it will be a terrific asset for our 
communities. 
  
COMMENT 31 
We need more Pickleball courts so please include them in the plan  
 
COMMENT 32 
Thank you for all the continued support in implementing this project. I am so excited to have 
pickleball courts in Notth Scottsdale.  
With much gratitude  
 
COMMENT 33 
The plans look amazing! No negative comments other than the sooner the better. One of the only 
negatives of this area is the lack of parks. Great work and good luck!  
 
COMMENT 34 
Will be anxiously awaiting the new Pickleball courts.  Thank you for making this a priority.  
 
COMMENT 35 
I noticed that the only FAQ you didn't answer was about NOISE !! Very telling. Do you really have to 
light Basketball and Pickleball courts until 10:00 PM. The purpose of that is ??? I think this stinks. My 
wife and I will determine who voted for this and NEVER vote for those again.  
 
COMMENT 36 
I am so excited that pickleball courts will finally be built in north Scottsdale. I have so many friends 
who live north of me, and we love to get together for pickleball, but the courts we are forced to use 
are in terrible shape. Thank you, Scottsdale! 
 
COMMENT 37 
I am so pleased to hear that this project will begin in a year. It is much needed in North Scottsdale. 
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COMMENT 38 
The Ashler Hills Park Project has been in the works for a long time. The parks creation will bring many 
needed park facilities to this area of Scottsdale. The rapid growth Pickleball as the fastest growing 
sport in the country requires facilities for local residents to play. We need this park ASAP 
 
COMMENT 39 
What a wonderful project for our area. Thank you. We are especially happy about the Pickleball 
courts 
 
COMMENT 40 
First of all when did the definitions of the designated parks change? This neighborhood park is more a 
community park than neighborhood park with basketball and pickle ball courts and 70 parking 
spaces? 
A playground? Why? Who asked for this? All of the local neighborhoods to this park have their own 
recreation centers - some already have pickle ball and playgrounds for their grandchildren to use 
when visiting. Nearly all of the neighborhoods are retired residents who roll up and are asleep by 8 or 
9 pm. Why do we have lighting that stays on until 10pm? The open session meetings were attended 
by persons who wanted a dog park at this location yet our voices were not heard evidently and 
politics intervened for pickle ball and the other amenities of this planned park. Our community is one 
of the most impacted and I am extremely disappointed in the city and feel like I was conned into 
voting for a park we are not getting and are getting another type of park that stretches the original 
definition of a neighborhood park. Our board meeting is this evening and I will be presenting the plan 
to the community and energize our residents for their input! Thank you! 
 
COMMENT 41 
From what I have read, there will not be a dog park in the Ashler Hills Park and several of us felt sure 
that it was supposed to be included.  I thought we voted on getting one there.  There is not a dog park 
within miles of our area and it is desperately needed.  This area is mainly older folks and I don't really 
see a need for basketball hoops.  Very disappointed if we don't get a designated dog area. 
 
COMMENT 42 
I think that we need additional park and pickleball facilities in Scottsdale. The pickleball population is 
constantly expanding. It serves all age groups and is a sport that families can play together. The 
pickleball community is a welcoming one where neighbors can meet each other and develop 
relationships. This will be a welcome addition.  
Thank you 
 
COMMENT 43 
The park would be a wonderful amenity in this area as we don’t have a park near by. Would 
appreciate trees to provide shade and paths for walking. A dog friendly park would be exceptional. 
The playground area should be shaded and a water feature would be wonderful for children. Thank 
you. 
 
COMMENT 44 
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Very excited about this project and having a neighborhood park nearby. I’m an avid pickleball player 
and so happy the park will include 8 courts. The layout with 4 rows of 2 pickleball courts each is a 
great design. Looking at the renderings it’s hard to tell how much space is allocated “between” the 2 
courts. Can you please share what this distance is?  
 
Also, on your website the question addressing the noise from the sports courts does not pop down 
and give an answer.  
 
I’ve reviewed the video and all renderings it looks spectacular!  
 
COMMENT 45 
Yeah!   More pickleball courts -- very much needed :-) 
 
The link on FAQ regarding noise does not work.... could you please email me the text that is suppose 
to appear ?   (It opens the link for plants)... 
 
COMMENT 46 
Glad City is adding more pickleball courts....  it looks like you have openings at the ends of the divider 
fencing at the baselines of the courts.   I recommend there are gates that can be opened and closed  
since most pickleball that are not returned  are usually in the corners of the courts. 
 
Hopefully there is 8 feet behind baselines and 5 or 6 feet on the sides?    
 
Can you send me drawings with dimensions of the pickleball courts? 
 
Thank you :-) 
 
COMMENT 47 
I think that a park like this will be a favorable addition to the North Scottsdale area. There is a need 
for a family friendly recreation facility in this area.  Proximity to neighborhoods, retail, restaurants, 
etc. is beneficial for park visitors and local businesses alike. Restrooms - definitely needed, shade 
structure - definitely needed, play structure/sport courts - definitely needed. Would be great if the 
paved pathway was a nominal distance "loop" for walkers/runners.  (i.e. 1 mile loop, etc.) Thank you 
for sharing conceptual plans and providing explanations - looking forward to the development of this 
project! 
 
COMMENT 48 
I live in the adjacent Las Piedras Development.  
My continued concerns: 
1) TRAFFIC and PARKING! It is absolutely imperative no parking  be allowed on Ashler Hills or on 74th 
Way. You can barely fit two cars up coming and going into our development as it is.  
2) NOISE in the area. Lighted courts or any sports with "bouncing balls, etc" will distrub the residents 
of Las Piedras, particularly late in the evening. 
3) If you must go forward, activities should reflect the demographics of the surrounding area ... the 
majority in this area is retired and senior citizens.  
4) With increased activity adjacent to us, we are concerned about security for our neighborhood. How 
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will that be addressed? 
 
Personally I still feel the City of Scottsdale could find a better use for the dollars that are going to be 
spent on this proposed project. Our government needs to address so many issues. Another park is 
certainly not the answer to anything. Thank you.  
 
COMMENT 49 
The plans and planning look excellent. I can envision us using the park often. 
 
COMMENT 50 
I am very happy that the funding for this neighborhood park has been approved. After watching the 
presentation and learning that Floor & Associates is designing the park, I am even happier. I know that 
it will be a great addition to the far North Scottsdale area.  
 
I understand that a dog park is not allowed, but will people still be allowed to walk their dogs (on-
leash) in the park area? 
 
Thank you! 
 
COMMENT 51 
As abutters, we have a few questions. 
Will the court lighting shut automatically if there is no usage, or is it preprogrammed to stay on until 
10:00 PM? 
Does someone maintain the restrooms and lock the doors at closing, or will they remain open for 
transients all night long? 
Is there any consideration for closing the park at 9::00 instead of 10:00?  It would be nice not to be 
impacted by traffic and noise at that hour. 
Is it feasible to have speed bumps in the road? 
How often will trashcans be maintained, and at what time?  Early morning would be detrimental. 
We look forward to your responses.  Thank You! 
 
COMMENT 52 
Hello,  
Ken and I have reviewed the virtual public meeting link. Our input would be to install two 25 mph 
speeds limit signs one for Ashler Hills Drive for traffic coming from Scottsdale Rd towards the park 
entrance and the second for traffic on N. 74th Way going the opposite directions towards the park 
entrance.   Currently there are no speed limit signs on Asher Hills Dr and N. 74th Way.  
 
 Speed limit signs would to help slow down traffic on Asher Hills Dr and N. 74th Way for the safety of 
the those coming into and leaving the new Ashler Hills Park parking lot.  
 
We live in the Solstice at Sevano neighborhood. 
 
Thank You 
 
COMMENT 53 
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One tennis court would be nice, and one or two less pickle ball courts. Also 70 parking spots seems a 
bit excessive. Looking forward to it! 
 
COMMENT 54 
Requesting public flat grass area for playing pick up sports games like football and ultimate frisbee. 
These require flat grass the size of a soccer field. Consider for future development.  
 
I also saw that dog park is not allowed in this space. Consider for future park area please. 
 
COMMENT 55 
Request for a local "splash park" with shade. The one in carefree is beat up and old, far away, and 
only for little toddlers. Our kids ages 4-12 would benefit from a local splash pad/park closer to use, 
similar to all of the amazing splash parks in phoenix area. 
 
COMMENT 56 
Please give us a dog park.   None in this area. 
Thank you! 
 
COMMENT 57 
This is a much needed addition to this neighborhood.  We are especially excited about the addition of 
pickle ball courts. 
 
COMMENT 58 
Ashler Hills Park suggestions 
1 pickle ball courts 
2 Dog run/ Grassy area with shade 
3 Play ground/ Path for walking around park area 
4 Picnic Tables/ Ramada/  Barbeque 
Thank you !!! 
 
COMMENT 59 
I’m so excited to have a walking path at this park. It’s nice to have a playground for the kids and then 
be able to take a walk so I get some exercise also. 
 
COMMENT 60 
The plans are really beautiful.   My husband and I are so excited about having a park in North 
Scottsdale.   We are especially excited to have Pickleball Courts to play on with lights. 
 
My only observation is that I don't see any shaded areas for people that are waiting to play.  
Everywhere we play Pickleball there are people waiting to rotate in the games (with Round Robin 
play) and so I think it would be important to have some shaded areas for people who are coming and 
going off the courts.   
 
THANK YOU very much for making a wonderful park a reality for North Scottsdale, 
  
COMMENT 61 
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This appears to be a well-designed and well-thought-out park.  We currently live part-time in 
Colorado Springs, CO and part-time in Terravita.  My wife and I are tennis players in Colorado Springs 
and have recently added pickleball to our recreational pursuits.  We love pickleball.  Colorado Springs 
built 16 pickleball courts  in a central park about 7-10 years ago. It has been almost impossible to play 
there due to the amount of use it gets by young and old. A few months ago Colorado Springs finished 
12 more courts in a southwest neighborhood which has only slightly improved the ability to get on a 
court easily. "Build it and they will come" certainly applies to pickleball courts in Colorado Springs.  I 
don't see any reason that the same thing won't happen in Scottsdale. As you can see we are strong 
supporters of the pickleball courts and are somewhat concerned that 8 may not be enough. We 
certainly don't need outdoor work-out equipment as most residents who have that interest will be 
using nicer indoor facilities. Overall we think this is a good location and very practical design. 
  
COMMENT 62 
Great plan.. cannot wait  for u to start it soon enough 
  
COMMENT 63 
My husband and I just moved to the area and are THRILLED to learn of this park being developed! We 
just wish an enclosed area for dogs would be considered. Even if the enclosed area would be a small 
space it would be terrific. If possible, please take this into consideration. 
  
COMMENT 64 
Please incorporate a fenced-in dog park in this approved park.  The surrounding communities to the 
park have a majority of 'senior persons' and over 70% of them have dogs.  They need an area where 
they can take their dog, and many of the owners want to let the dog run free, which requires a fence 
and gates. 
test 
test 2 
 
COMMENT 65 
The park plans look great!  There definitely needs to be at least 8 pickleball courts.  Each court needs 
to have it's own access, so players don't have to stop play on one court so that other players get get 
through to play on another court.  Also, if courts are side by side, there needs to be a fence between 
them, so balls don't roll onto another court during play, which interrupts other players. 
 
Thanks for all your time & energy in making this park happen.  It's very exciting.  
 
COMMENT 66 
This is a gorgeous park with many incredible amenities. My one and only concern is the increased 
need for watering the lawn areas that are being considered, and that we are currently in a drought 
situation. 
I know that the idea of a park should include grassy areas but at this time, and in this drought,  I feel 
this should be reconsidered and even possibly excluded.   Please , this is a serious concern and 
something the entire sate of Arizona needs to consider. 
All grassy green park areas consume lots of water. 
Think about how much water could be saved if this was eliminated .  
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COMMENT 67 
Building this park in North Scottsdale is long overdue.  After reviewing the rendering I believe that 
there should be the following items in order to make the park relevant for today and the future. 
Build 12 pickleball courts - fastest growing sport in America  
Provide shade for pickle ball players with benches 
Build a gathering ares with shade for people waiting to play pickle ball 
There should be fencing around the courts 
Build a walking path with exercise stations around the park  
 
COMMENT 68 
I heartily endorse the development of the Ashlee Hills Park in North Scottsdale.   
 
I believe at least 8 pickleball courts (ten would be better) with fencing around the courts to minimize 
runaway balls are appropriate.  Fencing, at least 42” high, dividing the courts would also be a positive 
improvement.  
 
I also urge that the design include benches and shade at the pickleball courts for waiting players. 
 
Alignment of all the sport courts/pickleball courts be north to south would be preferable, to minimize 
the impact of sun in players’ eyes during morning and evening play. 
 
To facilitate uses of the park, I urge that there be work out stations around the walking path. 
 
I also encourage that there be as much turf (grass) as possible, as well as other hearty desert trees 
and shrubs for the benefit of providing oxygen to the air.  This must, of course, be balanced with 
landscaping maintenance requirements. 
 
Seating and picnic areas, shaded as much as possible, are also desirable so families and friends can 
gather and enjoy the park. 
 
Thank you. 
  
COMMENT 69 
1.) Courts should have benches and shade for people waiting to play. 
2.) Courts should be oriented north south. 
3.) Have more courts and have some designated for specific use i.e. some just pickleball, 
      some just basketball et. al. ( I have seen this at Thompson Peak Park.) 
  
COMMENT 70 
What happened to the dog park that was to be included . I think this is an essential part of the project.  

COMMENT 71 
We are so excited about have pickleball courts near us!  Because none are available at this area-there 
will be big demand for use  If you can do more that 8-I believe all would be utilized!  We will need 
tables and benches and shady areas for those waiting.  Fencing to prevent runaway balls is important.  
Thank you so much-I can't wait to use this facility. 
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We desperately need a covered play area for very young and then older children-and it needs to be 
shaded.  Picnic tables and benches will encourage families to use this facility-again, we need this!  I 
have no place to take my grandchildren-school areas are locked off. 
 
COMMENT 72 
I fully support the construction of the pickle ball courts and would like there to be 12 courts instead of 
8. Pickle ball is becoming so popular that even with 12 courts, people will still be waiting to play. 
There should  also be shading, a waiting paddles board, water, and benches to sit on. This will be a 
great addition to this part of Scottsdale as of right now there are no public courts nearby for people 
who live in this area. Most of us drive to Thompson Peak park which is a good 15 minute drive and 
always crowded. 
 
COMMENT 73 
The new neighborhood  park plan looks very well thought out.  I am looking forward to the new trails, 
seating and restroom facilities. 
 
COMMENT 74 
I’m so excited this project is finally underway!!  We definitely need a MINIMUM of 8 pickleball courts.  
Having fences/nets to contain runaway balls would be ideal…also benches for waiting and paddle 
containers for order of play.  A park similar to Thompson Peak would be great….water fountains, 
picnic tables 
opportunity for shade.  Thanks for letting us get in our 2 cents worth! 
 
COMMENT 75 
Love the park, especially the pickleball courts.  Here are my ideas to consider in the final planning: 
- A pickleball waiting area (when courts are busy) with benches and a shade cover, as it can be very 
hot in  the summer. 
- The courts need fencing to keep the balls from leaving the area and interrupting others playing (just 
like any tennis courts would provide) 
- Since pickleball is very popular and growing quickly,  I recommend 4 more courts or a total of 12 
courts to handle the large crowd that will want to play.  This cuts down on waiting times and increases 
the number of people who could use the park. 
Thank you for leading the development of this fine park that has been so long in waiting.  Residents 
up here will be very supportive of this park and willing to help in any way to make it the best for 
Scottsdale. 
 
COMMENT 76 
Fantastic presentation and overall design, even taking the spectacular mountain views into 
consideration. It's exciting to see 8 pickleball courts are coming to North Scottsdale! The park entry 
structure offering shade and bathrooms is both beautiful and functional. 
 
COMMENT 77 
The plan looks amazing and would be a great addition to our community. Hoping for some shade 
around the Pickleball courts. Great job! 
 
COMMENT 78 
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Omit 2 pickleball courts and add 2 tennis court. A dog park would be good too. 
 
COMMENT 79 
I believe more then 8 courts should be built. There are NO public Pickleball courts up here!  
Please add a shaded area with seating so players have a place to sit while waiting to play. 
Fencing around each court would be a GREAT asset to the courts!!! 
Thank you! 
 
COMMENT 80 
My interest in the Park is principally Pickleball.  I currently play at Thompson Peak Park where there 
are 3 permanent courts and 3 portable courts and the place is packed every single morning and 
throughout most of the day.  The proposed 8 courts should be viewed as a minimum.  Also, having a 
shaded area close to the courts to sit between games is an absolute must.  I would recommend a 
paddle staging area to assure that everyone knows who is up next in any play-in rounds. Fencing 
between courts will help speed up the games and reduce interference in others' games.  Access to 
drinking water and restrooms is a must.  That said, the proposed layout looks excellent and I can't way 
to enjoy the park.  We have nothing like this in North Scottsdale and it is needed and will be used 
extensively. 
 
COMMENT 81 
Very excited to see the plan for the park!  I have a few questions: 
 - Is it possible to add 4 more PB courts? 
 - Will Paddle Saddles or some other device be provided to encourage players to queue up in order to 
play on a specific court?  Concern there may be folks who may try to monopolize one or more courts 
and never  allow others to play. 
 - Will courts be positioned in the north/south orientation to minimize glare from the sun? 
 - What will the hours for PB/basketball play?  With lighted courts, will play be allowed up to 9 or 
10pm? 
 - Are pets allowed in the park area? 
 
COMMENT 82 
I strongly favor as many pickleball courts as practical.  There really are no public pickleball courts in 
North Scottsdale and it is the fastest growing sport in America. 
Rest areas and shade near these courts would be greatly appreciated. 
 
COMMENT 83 
Love the park concept, especially the pickleball courts. Be nice if there were more of them as the 
sport is gaining tremendous support.  Like to also see water, shade and possible restrooms, but more 
courts would be my first choice. 
 
COMMENT 84 
It would be great if each court are fenced individually. For safety reasons  
Thanks, 
 
COMMENT 85 
Great idea 
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COMMENT 86 
I do not see how you can say this will park will not bring more noticeable traffic to the area and 
Scottsdale Road. 
This is just false. With 70 parking spaces and 8 Pickle ball and a basketball courts. 
It will bring more traffic to the  area which has increased since this project was approved in 2019. 
The noise will also increase and you all know that. So just putting up trees and plants will not fix the 
new noise pollution in North Scottsdale. 
Lights should not be part of this project at all. 
What about the night friendly skies that are disappearing in North Scottsdale.This will just add to light 
pollution. No matter what you try to do to shield the light ..light pollution will happen. 
Look at the Summit which changed all the parking light. It is like daylight and you can see the glow 
over the Winfield Hill. 
Shame on all of your for ruining the night friendly skies here. 
This project is way too big for the area.Needs less parking, less pickle ball courts, no lighting for night 
play, more walking paths.Make it a day park on a smaller scale. 
Help me understand why you want to put more asphalt down to heat up the summers in North 
Scottsdale. 
You need as much open space to let the heat cool down into the desert over night. 
Tell me how this project will not heat up the area with all the parking and courts. 
You cannot because it heat up the area. 
Scale back ,way back and preserve the land and area and no light pollution. 
 
COMMENT 87 
This is a GREAT project. It fits right in with the surroundings.  
We llove the 8 pickleball courts with lighting for summer play. It is a brilliant design having them by 
the retail parking lot to the west, and having all courts face north-south to avoid sun glare problems.  
The growth of pickleball in our community is meteoric and we need to stay up with demand.  
Thank to you all for this project. 
 
COMMENT 88 
I moved to North Scottsdale BECAUSE of the abundant open space and less development!!  Night sky 
friendly and the lower temperatures living in an environment with abundant open space to absorb 
the heat are why folks choose to live in North Scottsdale!! This park paves over the natural Beautiful 
desert and changes the whole feel and dynamic of North Scottsdale - we don't want to be like lower 
Scottsdale where every inch of land is developed into a commercial and residential cement desert!! 
To imply that there will not be an increase in traffic is laughable! I have noticed a 100% increase in 
traffic  to this area since July 2018!! And since you are classifying this as a "Neighborhood Park" have 
you asked the local folks in this "neighborhood" rather than all of Scottsdale? We don't want this!! It 
will forever change the aesthetic of the area!! Increased traffic, increased noise, increased light 
pollution, increased temperatures, desert  destruction !! Sometimes the most thoughtful thing to do 
is to do nothing at all -  the best development is saying no to development!! LEAVE THE AREA IN IT"S 
NATURAL STATE!!! 
 
COMMENT 89 
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I think the park at Ashler Hills should include 8 Pickleball courts since there are no public courts in 
north Scottsdale. Pickleball is very popular and would an excellent amenity for residents in the far 
north. People are clammering for more courts and this is an ideal location. 
 
COMMENT 90 
I approved this bond increase when I saw that it included this park INCLUDING A DOG PARK.  It is very 
discriminatory that there is NO DOG park north of Thompson Peak, when most of the $$ tax base is 
North of Dynamite. This feels like a bait and switch and I will NOT vote for any other bonds with this 
behavior.  There are 3 dog parks around the 101.  Why do you ignore this far North taxpayers? 
 
COMMENT 91 
Since a lot of the communities have added a couple of pickleball  courts, I think adding a couple of 
tennis courts would be an important addition. 
 
There are NO public tennis courts in the area and there are plenty of communities in the area with no 
courts. 
 
COMMENT 92 
Love the park concept but it needs more than 8 pickleball courts. We would love to see 16 courts, 
ideally with fences between them. Put up some shade and benches for people who are waiting. We 
realize this seems like a lot but the sport is only growing and we'd be shocked if all 16 courts weren't 
in use during the morning and dusk hours. 
 
Thank you for your efforts on this. 
 
COMMENT 93 
Looks like a great plan.  The 8 pickleball courts will get lots of use by North Scottsdale residents; given 
the space available and small incremental cost, please consider 12 courts instead of 8.  They will get 
used!  Please also consider adding fencing around each pickleball court so that balls from one court 
don't roll onto the other courts which can be dangerous and cause injury.  Please have benches that 
players can sit on as they await play. 
 
COMMENT 94 
City of Scottsdale Rep, 
We are missing the mark here... please hear me out!  The crowd up here like me (for the most part) 
are 60+.  Our kids are grown and we have dogs we are crazy about.  We really NEED and WANT a dog 
park.  Small is fine and there looks to be plenty of room for a small dog park.  Paths and trails taking 
up a lot of room?  North Scottsdale has PLENTY of paths and trails already.  You've done an amazing 
job on that but our nearest dog park is on Chaparral, 20 miles away!           
Let's take a breath and see what people like me are saying before its too late. 
Please let me know you received this - thank you! 
 
COMMENT 95 
It will be a crime and a reengining on the promise made many years ago regarding this park. we were 
promised a dog park and back then it was included.   We really, really need one in North, North 
Scottsdale. 
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Please add the dog park back into this site. 
Thanks,  
 
COMMENT 96 
We need a dog park up in the north end of Scottsdale.  Please continue to put in our dog park!  I 
heard that you have stopped that portion of the project and we need it.  We have to travel 20 miles 
for a dog park. 
 
COMMENT 97 
Very excited to see the plans.  Love the idea of 8 (or more) pickleball courts.  N/S Exposure is great!   
so thankful for this project. 
 
COMMENT 98 
We definitely need more public pickle ball courts in the Scottsdale area.  Ashley Hills Park sounds like 
a beautiful park that would be a fabulous addition to the Scottsdale area.  Please add this venue to 
your list of parks to build.  Thank you!!   
 
COMMENT 99 
I am very disheartened that the dog park will not be included in Ashler Hills Park. When money is 
allocated, how can you just decide to change what has been decided. There is nothing else close to us. 
Please advise. 
Thank you 
 
COMMENT 100 
If at all possible, this park should have an area for dogs. There's really nothing within 15 - 20 miles. 
 
COMMENT 101 
Will there be a place to sit for those who are waiting to play pickleball? A Shaded area is awfully nice 
and a place to put your bags for paddles & balls etc. Also, how many gates/doors are there to access 
the courts? Every time someone enters, will it disturb the play of the closer court? A small pathway 
between every 2 courts would be a nice feature, so that the closer court is not interrupted every time. 
Also, will there be water fountains to fill bottles or drink from near the restrooms? After playing at 
Cholla Park and Horizon Park for the last 4-5 years, I wonder if 8 courts will be enough. Last Friday and 
Saturday, there were about 40-50 extra people waiting to play in the 32 available pickleball slots at 
Cholla (almost 80 using the facility. Of course, Horizon is closed right now, but the out of towners 
haven't arrived yet either. With Ashler Hills being the only public courts in north Scottsdale, it could 
be very crowded! 
It looks beautiful! I'm glad to see Scottsdale catching up to the interest in PB! 
 
COMMENT 102 
Thanks for adding as many new Pickleball courts with sufficient shade and seating areas for waiting 
players. Please build all the courts North-South, never East-West because of the sun.  
 
The sport is booming. I’m a certified teaching professional and a 5.0 tournament player. The average 
age of player has gone from mid-60s to mid-40s. The average age will continue to fall as we make 
more programs and courts available for juniors programs. 
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I honestly believe Pickleball will one day be an Olympic sport. Let’s make Scottsdale one of the best 
Pickleball destinations in the world. 
 
Plus, we don’t need as much water as golf courses even though I love golf, too. 
 
Any way, thanks again for building as many courts as possible OF QUALITY. 
 
COMMENT 103 
I am a Pickleball player who enjoys the game and meeting new players.  Being  able to play the game 
on courts that are both accessible and of a quality surface are very important to me.  One of the main 
problems has been these last few years is the lack of court availability here in Scottsdale.  More 
people are playing the game but unable to play more often due to lack of courts.  More tennis players 
are starting to cross over which means tennis courts around the city aren't being used to their full 
capacity. 
Pickleball is growing at an extremely fast rate which shows everyone that it's a sport that is embracing 
all ages and here to stay, which only begs for city parks to put in pickleball courts to accommodate the 
demand.  The City of Scottsdale has begun to benefit from offering PB lessons to residents and that 
has brought in additional revenue and more interested players to use the small amount of courts that 
are now available.  The money spent on resurfacing Cholla Park a couple of years ago has been very 
beneficial.  Horizon Park which is presently in the resurfacing/additional construction of two more 
courts, will help the PB community but still presents overcrowding.  Other Arizona cities have 
embraced the PB community by building or expanding court availability.   As much as building eight 
courts seems to be enough to help the overcrowding,   I hope that the board can see that adding 
more courts  such as twelve to fourteen courts would enrich the status of the City of Scottsdale. 
 
COMMENT 104 
Hello, really excited about  the project of having a neighborhood park. But, disappointed that you 
won’t  put a dog park there. It is much needed. I Hope you will reconsider it. Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 105 
I understand that a dog park is not part of the plan for the new Ashler Hills oark.  Please reconsider 
this. We really need a dog park up in North Scottsdale. The nearest one is close to 20 miles from here. 
Out furry friends deserve better. We need this added to the plan. 
 
COMMENT 106 
Hi, 
 
Where is the dog park that was in the previous plan? Nearest dog park is over 20 miles away. We are 
NOT in favor of this plan without a dog park. 
 
COMMENT 107 
To Whom it may concern, 
 
Really excited there is a park going in at Ashler Hills finally!  Been waiting for it since I moved to 
neighborhood 8 years ago. Very disappointed that the dog park is not going to be built like originally 
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planned.  :( 
Why is the dog park not being built now? Our area up North here needs a dog park! The closest park 
is 20 miles away. Please reconsider and put in the dog park as well. 
Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 108 
I would like to have an area set aside for a dog park. 
 
COMMENT 109 
I think it is wonderful that Pickleball is included in the  planned neighborhood park! 
It would be great if there  benches and more importantly, shade provided for those waiting to play as, 
undoubtedly, this is such a popular sport! 
Thank you!! 
 
COMMENT 110 
The information about the bond promised a dog park as part of this project.  We currently have to 
drive to Phoenix’s Pinnacle dog park while Ashley Hills will be about 5 minutes away.   
 
I will never vote in favor of another bond if the dog park does not get built in the early part of this 
construction project because I believe the drafters of the plan misled me should this be the outcome.  
As a senior (over 70 years old) it will get more and more difficult to drive to Pinnacle Peak park much 
less drive to the park off Hayden and McDowell I believe. 
 
COMMENT 111 
I am excited that the Ashler Hills Park is finally moving forward.  My comments mainly concern the 
pickleball courts.  As I’m sure you appreciate pickleball is very popular, particularly outside, especially 
now with concerns over large gatherings in an inside facility.  I feel that shaded seating should be 
incorporated into the design where possible, also stray balls are a major irritation between adjacent 
courts and a barrier should be considered. 
 
COMMENT 112 
I am very enthusiastic about the park planned for Ashler hills. I would suggest giving strong 
consideration to in creasing the # of planned pickleball courts in the park. Pickleball is now the fastest 
growing g sport in  the US. Most public courts are oversaturated with players because of insufficient 
court time because of insufficient # of courts. Building more courts at this time will only reduce later 
costs of retrofitting the park in the future. 
Please consider increasing the # of courts on your plan for the Ashler Hills park. 
Thank you 
 
COMMENT 113 
We live in Winfield. Given the new construction between us and the park, will we have walking access 
to the park? 
 
COMMENT 114 
I fully support building more pickleball courts in Scottsdale.  We are far behind in having enough 
courts for the people wanting to play. 
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COMMENT 115 
1) If building pickle ball courts for public use, my recommendation is 12 
2) Waiting benches in a shaded area would be awesome. 
3) North-South is always best for outdoor court sports 
4) Budget and space permitting, fencing is needed to control runaway balls and injuries to players on 
other courts who are unable to see oncoming balls. 
5) Although I workout all the time, I don't thing workout stations are necessary. Came from an area in 
So Cal where they were rarely used 
6) I'm not aware of the demographics of the area, so I won't comment on playground equipment 
7)My recommendation is more turf or materials other than concrete which radiates so much heat 
 
COMMENT 116 
Our biggest concerns are light pollution, potential crime increase and traffic/parking increase. We’ve 
enjoyed living in Las Piedras for 14 years.   
▪Park lighting will compound the light pollution already created by the Summit Shopping Centre.  
▪We selected our neighborhood due to its low crime rate and are concerned about increased crime 
rates. 
▪N. 74th Way is not a through street, it dead ends at Las Piedras security gate. What is being done to 
prevent drivers from using Las Piedras security entrance/exit as a turn-around area??? Will parking be 
allowed along 74th Way between the parking lot and Las Piedras community??? 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
COMMENT 117 
The playground area for kids seems small. 
Put a few benches around the walking paths. 
Put benches and shade areas for the ball courts. 
Put fences around the ball courts. 
Align the pickleball courts north to south.  The low western sun makes  it hard for players facing west 
to see a ball. 
Make sure there is plenty of picnic area. 
Have dog excrement pick-up stations with bags at each end of the park 
 
COMMENT 118 
I reiterate my comments from the first time I submitted them: 
This area does not need the added congestion. 
This area does not need the additional traffic. 
This area does not need the additional noise. 
I worry about added threat to privacy and security in my development. 
 
Originally (17 years ago!) this was to have a public library. I was all for it at that time. Now, I think it is 
a waste of monies that could be better spent with the police department, the transportation 
department to fix roads/bridges, or the school districts which are definitely underfunded. 
 
Take a step back ... we don't need this park. 
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COMMENT 119 
I know there are more households that have dogs than children in my abutting neighborhood.   I really 
think a small enclosed green space for dogs would get more use than a basket ball court and all those 
pickle ball courts. 
 
COMMENT 120 
Fantastic plans.  Could the plans be expanded to include more pickleball courts with lights?  Thank 
you for asking the community!  Can’t wait till the project is completed. 
 
COMMENT 121 
Why stop at 8 courts when you have room for 12 or 16. 8 courts will become very crowded and folks 
will be asking for more very soon. 
 
COMMENT 122 
I left a prior comment but was just reviewing again… could the pb courts be oriented side by side 
rather than front to back… to make for a more connected feel? 
 
COMMENT 123 
You need to add more Pickleball courts!!  
All courts are packed everyday with lots of wait times :(  The most popular sport in the world and still 
not enough courts for all players!! Please add more courts!!’ 
Thank you 
 
COMMENT 124 
Scottsdale definitely need more pickle ball courts… This is the fastest growing sport in the country and 
we are really lagging behind compared to other cities in the valley. 
 
COMMENT 125 
We desperately need as many courts as possible since the number of players both in Scottsdale and 
snowbirds coming to Scottsdale has expanded exponentially. With in the next year there will not be 
enough courts to satisfy demand. So building more courts is vital and thank you for all and any 
support 
 
COMMENT 126 
Pickleball is growing exponentially; fastest growing sport in Anerica. 
 
12-16 courts is recommended, especially for tournaments and money-raising events. 
 
COMMENT 127 
Pickleball is growing like crazy and Scottsdale is in desperate need of courts! 
 
COMMENT 128 
I’m in favor of building 12 pickleball courts. 
 
COMMENT 129 
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The sport of Pickleball has been growing so rapidly since I started playing only back since December of 
2020.  And each day I’ve seen more and more new faces participating.    We do need more courts 
here in North Scottsdale.  It’ll be tremendous if we can have 16-20+ courts in this new park.   Thank 
you for making it happen. 
 
COMMENT 130 
Fantastic project. I believe there will be demand for 12 pickleball courts. All the existing pickleball 
parks are very overcrowded! Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 131 
We are very excited to have pickleball courts in North Scottsdale! There are no courts anywhere 
nearby. The closest courts are at Thompson Peak and they are extremely over crowded. We welcome 
the addition of as many courts as possible at Ashler Hills!!! 
 
COMMENT 132 
This looks like a well designed park that will be a nice addition to City of Scottsdale's other parks. 
 
Scottsdale needs more pickleball courts.  I'm excited to see pickleball courts included as part of this 
parks design.  I support the addition of these courts. 
 
COMMENT 133 
As a 25 year resident of Scottsdale, my hope is for the City of Scottsdale, the Mayor and our Board of 
Directors to understand the growth of Pickleball in our Scottsdale community. At the existing parks 
with pickleball courts, those courts are currently getting more use then anything else in the park 
COMBINED,  including playgrounds, baseball fields or basketball courts.  
I’m in favor of as many courts as possible at Asher Hills and at all other future park projects.  
The Scottsdale community would also be grateful if  the Thompson Peak Park pickleball courts could 
be resurfaced without Basketball lines.  
The basketball courts get little to no use compared to pickleball. There are also several other lighted, 
public basketball courts literally just yards away in Grayhawk Park. 
Thank you, 
  
COMMENT 134 
This plan looks amazing, very appealing!  We and many others we've spoken to think having some 
work out stations as you suggested would be great along the loop trail.  The exhibits don't say how 
many picnic benches there are.  Also, definitely there should be a fence around the pickle ball courts.  
It also seems like people love tennis up this way and we were told originally that it would be tennis 
courts.  Perhaps consider one dedicated fully fenced tennis court.  And yes, the idea of benches to sit 
and wait or watch along the perimeter of the courts makes sense.  Thank you for your excellent 
planning and consideration of our input. 
 
COMMENT 135 
Please do add more pickleball courts, the ones you currently have are frequently over crowded & well 
used, much more so than tennis courts are.  Out of town visitors are always looking for courts they 
can play on for free, leaving us local residents to seek out other options.   Having benches and some 
shade nearby is also nice; the shade is welcomed especially during our hot summer months.    The 
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idea of walk up play, (no reservations required) vs. having to make reservations is also nice.  It would 
be wonderful for the City to consider converting some of the other tennis courts that seem to be very 
much under utilized,  such as the ones in McCormick Ranch, into pickleball courts. 
 
COMMENT 136 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment. I am among the many pickleball players in Scottsdale. We 
love the sport. We play everyday! Most days, the 8 courts at Cholla Park are full by 6:30am. This 
means 32 people are playing, and there are players waiting on the sidelines. On weekends, it is 
common for as many as 20+ players to be waiting on each side. This means 32 people are playing and 
possibly 50 are waiting. I would love to see more pickleball courts built in Scottsdale. 
 
COMMENT 137 
Based on the growth of pickleball in the area, along with lack of City of Scottsdale pickleball courts in 
the immediate area (closest being 15-20 minutes away), my first reaction is that the current design 
does NOT include enough pickleball courts.  I believe an adequate number of courts to service the 
current demand would be around 12 courts, at a minimum.  This is also evidenced by the 
overcrowding at the current City of Scottsdale pickleball facilities.  I also think it would be prudent to 
incorporate in the design a waiting area for players, with shade and benches, to make it more 
accommodating when there are large crowds.  Thank you for letting me voice my concerns and I look 
forward to playing pickleball at Ashler Hills Park for many years to come. 
 
COMMENT 138 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment. I am among the many pickleball players in Scottsdale. We 
love the sport. We play everyday! Most days, the 8 courts at Cholla Park are full by 6:30am. This 
means 32 people are playing, and there are players waiting on the sidelines. On weekends, it is 
common for as many as 20+ players to be waiting on each side. This means 32 people are playing and 
possibly 50 are waiting. I would love to see more pickleball courts built in Scottsdale.  
 
COMMENT 139 
The sport of Pickleball is exploding, many families are now enjoying this sport, together.  Scottsdale 
pickleball courts have huge wait times, and it’s only going to get worse when the Snowbirds get here.  
Please build more courts in Scottsdale.  Thank You, Julie Cowan 
 
COMMENT 140 
We really need a dog park!   If it can't go on this site, can it go someplace else.  Please, please, please! 
 
COMMENT 141 
Looks like this will be a great facility and addition to the area. Disappointed that there will not be a 
dog park included as it is difficult to find a suitable location to run dogs in our desert landscape.  
 
Two questions: 
1) Will dogs be permitted in the park? 
2) If private funding were available, could a dog park be included in the design? 
 
COMMENT 142 
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I am disappointed to see that a dog park has been excluded from the plan. As a 30-yr resident of The 
Boulders, I have seen an increase of dog owner population through the years, and not only for short-
term "snow birds" population.  A feature such as this would greatly appreciated and utilized by 
residents year-round. 
 
COMMENT 143 
I am in support of adding pickleball courts. Thank you.  
 
COMMENT 144 
This park, along with sports courts, would be a great advantage to N. Scottsdale.  There are no public 
sports courts in this area.  Pickleball/basketball has to be played at Thompson Peak Park, which is 
always over crowded.  This would also be great for Carefree/Cave Creek residents. 
 
COMMENT 145 
More Pickleball courts, North/Sourh facing. Very few children in the surrounding developments. (The 
Boulders, Terravita, Winfield, etc) less turf 
Thank you 
 
COMMENT 146 
I would really like to see 'adult' play equipment in the shaded area.  I have seen videos of just such 
equipment and it is appropriate for all ages but designed to accommodate senior physical fitness. 
 
COMMENT 147 
I love the idea of 8 new Pickleball courts in north Scottsdale as we do not have enough public courts. 
Please include fencing around the courts, benches, a shade ramada and water fountains. 
Thanks, 
 
COMMENT 148 
I'd like to see a space dedicated to a dog park.  I acknowledge the statement in the FAQs that a dog 
park is typically included only in larger Community Parks that can accommodate larger service areas.  
However, merely because it is "typically" only included in larger parks does not prohibit dog parks in 
"smaller" community parks.  Also, I have not found a definition of "larger Community Parks."  The 
public should be told whether the difference in size between this park and a "larger CP" is significant 
enough to excuse Scottsdale from including a dog park here.   Scottsdale needs to understand and 
appreciate that there are an increasing number of households with dogs, and that the dog park 
provides as much of a social opporutnity, if not more, for dog owners than the dogs, and it also 
increases the sense of community.  Scottsdale should not be so dismissive of the positive impact a dog 
park has on the community, and it is a shame that this opportunity is missed. 
 
COMMENT 149 
The original plan shown to the public a few years ago included a dog park for the Ashley Hills Park 
plan. The new plan has no mention of a dog park whatsoever in the northern part of Scottsdale we 
are void of any sort of dog park or recreation area for pets. This is an absolute travesty and needs to 
be corrected in this new city plan. 
 
COMMENT 150 
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We have lived in our current home for 21 yrs and have been looking forward to a dog park in north 
scottsdale.  Keep the dog park at the Ashler hill park.  Thank you 
 
COMMENT 151 
Please build some courts.  There are too few and what we have is so crowded.  Surrounding cities 
have so much more opportunities 
 
COMMENT 152 
For years the North Scottsdale area has been underserved, in terns of recreational areas for residents.  
I believe the Ashler Hills Park has the potential to help remedy this situation, if done properly.  The 
desire and need for pickleball courts in this area, where the population trends to be seniors 55 and 
older (the demographic most likely to use the courts), will continue to grow.  This relates to the fact 
that pickleball is one of the fastest growing sports in the country.  I believe Scottsdale has the 
opportunity to develop a pickleball, et al complex that will not only serve the current population of 
this area, but be one that will serve future residents in this area of high growth.  Therefore thought 
should be given to developing at least 12 courts, with sufficient lighting, areas of shade and seating 
for players waiting to play.  Despite the fact that many communities in the area have pickleball as an 
amenity, most do not have enough to meet the need of residents.  A good example is Winfield where 
only two courts exist. Another community that is underserved is Terravita where no courts exist.  The 
city of Scottsdale would be wise in not only considering the current needs of its resident, but the 
needs 10 and 20 years in the future.  I urge the City of Scottsdale to make Ashler HIlls Park a premier 
setting for pickleball in Maricopa County.  Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 153 
I am a IPTPA level 2, Pickleball teaching profesional. Pickleball is going to be by far the most used 
aspect of this park. The 8 courts will not be near enoghf. There will be more people waiting to play 
than people playing. All the citys are way behind in meeting the needs of the comunity as far as 
pickleball courts go. The closest courts to theese are at thompson peak. Three courts were built about 
4 years ago and they have converted the basketball courts to 3 more courts, so now they have 6 
courts. Most evenings and weekend mornings there are 20 to 50 people waiting for a court. Horizon 
park is adding two more courts right now, getting up to 10. But they will still have more people 
waiting for a court than playing on weekends. Adding four more courts or 12 total would be a huge 
benifet in many ways, and be used every day. It would also enhance the playing experience becase 
there would be adequit courts to enable courts to be designated for different levels of play. Also 
designating challange courts on the far north side would be a great idea. Also two shady areas just 
outside the courts with benches and slots to place the paddels for your place in line for a court or a 
chalange is very important. A little shade and a bench or two where the paddels are placed for people 
waiting to play would be a huge step forward in desiging  courts correct. Also what is behind in court 
design is the space beetween courts and behind courts. Best I can tell, there is 7 feet of space on the 
sides and behind each court, on the artist rendering. This is fine if you are a non moble 70 year old. 
But now that more and more young people are taking on the sport, they can run down balls 10 to 15 
feet off the court. Just because other courts are built too small for todays game, we do not have to 
make the same mistake. Adding one, two or three feet to all sides of the courts, especialy the back, 
would make them superior courts and bring a higher level of play. I would be happy to meet and take 
a person in design and show him the situation around the courts, and how there is no place to wait 
for a court. If anyone could contact me, I can show them what is needed, and we could do this right. 
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COMMENT 154 
I understand that a dog park is not included. However, I think the most needed area is a dog park.  
The closest ones are miles away - south of the 101 freeway.  I believe it would get far more use than 
pickle ball courts. 
 
COMMENT 155 
Nice Plan! 
Any chance to incorporate a water feature or fountains?  Always nice to hear water. 
What about bicycle parking? 
Perhaps a seating/viewing area to watch the basketball or pickleball players? 
 
COMMENT 156 
We need a dog park more than anything else! The number of citizens with dogs is immense! We need 
space for dogs to play. 
 
COMMENT 157 
Hi, I have been a Scottsdale resident, living 21 years in Ironwood Village before moving to Carefree, 
living just north of the Scottsdale line.  As an Interior Designer, nature lover, new pickle ball player, 
with friends in the neighborhoods flanking the park, I am incredibly excited to know this park is being 
so beautifully developed.  I LOVED the basic little park off of Legacy behind Ironwood Village… and 
enjoyed for many years playing tennis there.  Luckily it had little use.  With the rise of pickle ball 
popularity, and the seeming shortage of courts, I think 8-10 courts would be ideal.  The layout looks 
good, and I am sure you have visited for desgin ideas the Troon park which is private, but accessible 
for viewing of the design, low walls/bench seats which are nice and no fencing which is fine, except 
with your back to back court layout, the fences between will be necessary.  Perhaps when not used 
for basketball, this court could transistion for pb, with lines?portable nets accessible?  Love the 
design/bridge, shade structure… flows with the styling of the Gateway Trailhead which I considered 
my “home trails” for years!  Thanks for providing more spaces for play, something we need more of!  
Happy to help in any way I can.   
 
COMMENT 158 
Would like to see public pickle ball courts included in the proposed park at Ashler Hills.  I believe that 
the courts should be built for pickle ball only and have first class nets and fencing.  Six to eight courts 
would probably be sufficient if room left for future expansion.  Thank You    Dennis Mitchell 
 
COMMENT 159 
I would like the addition of a dog park section… 
 
COMMENT 160 
Scottsdale desparately needs more pickleball courts so I would ask that you make this a 
concentration.  Cholla and Horizon are both critically full in the mornings with up to 75-85 people at 
peak hours with long wait times for courts.  This is the fastest growing sport and we need to please try 
to keep up. 
 
COMMENT 161 
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a lovely design . 
 
COMMENT 162 
My husband and I would love to see workout stations around the walking path.  Would be a great 
addition for residents of all ages.  Thank you!  
 
COMMENT 163 
I would love to see a dog park included in the plan.  
Thanks. 
 
COMMENT 164 
The design of this park is excellent. My only comment is that pickleball players need shade because 
most of the time there is an overflow of people so a group is usually waiting to get on the court.  I just 
want to stress the importance of providing natural shade on and adjacent to the courts. Seating areas 
are also needed. 
Thank you for addressing our concerns. 
 
COMMENT 165 
You can not have enough Pickleball Courts. Popularity across the country continues to grow across all 
age levels…… We welcome the new park! Thank you….. 
 
COMMENT 166 
We have had a home in the area for 6 years and just became full time. This new neighborhood park 
will become a wonderful and needed addition. We have grandchildren that visit from out of state and 
would certainly utilize it along with us . 
I think the 2 turf areas are great for children to run and play (and fall ) on a more padded surface. 
I wouldn’t mind seeing those area enlarged.  
We are  regular pickle ball players . The 8 courts are great. I would strongly encourage the planners to 
fence in the courts. Best for the players and non players alike to not have balls flying around. 
I would put in benches adjacent to the court for players to rest between games, getting drink supplies 
and equipment , etc,  
Shaded playground is a must and I hope it contains a good deal of equipment and the rubberized 
ground surface.  
At the restrooms have water dispensers to replenish water bottles. More sanitary these days than a 
drinking fountain. 
My wife and I strongly support this project and it will fill a nice void in this part of north Scottsdale.  
If going forward they need volunteers for an ongoing committees of residents we would be 
interested.  
Thank you.  
 
COMMENT 167 
I am in favor of constructing the park and of the plans. I especially like the building of the pickleball 
courts, as the sport is becoming very popular. It is also helpful that the courts will be lighted for 
evening play.  
I would prefer fencing around the courts to prevent runaway balls, and shading and benches for 
people waiting to play. 
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Thank you for the plan. 
 
COMMENT 168 
I am very excited about Ashler Hills Park and am anxiously awaiting the opening!  
Everything looks really good!  
Following are a few suggestions that I think would really be great: 
* Add 2 more pickleball courts. This sport has become so popular that I think they would be utilized 
more than any other areas of the park.  
*  Also, as a pickleball player, I think it would be very helpful to have the courts fenced to help prevent 
run-away balls. 
*  Also, to have some shaded benches on the pickleball courts would be very appreciated in the heat 
of the day! 
Thank you for all of the information and for asking for resident input!  
 
COMMENT 169 
The rendering of the park looks wonderful.  A few items that would improve the site would be fences 
between each ‘two’ Pickleball courts (to prevent runaway balls) and benches/covered area directly 
next to the courts.  
It would also be great to have  workout stations around the walking path.  
I also hope that if this is a successful project and heavily used, that additional courts can be built in 
the future. 
Overall it looks great!  Thank you!   
 
COMMENT 170 
A community park is sorely needed in our area. Pickle ball courts are # 1 on my list. 
It’s a great sport to meet others and exercise. 
 
COMMENT 171 
Glad that we will have Pickleball in North Scottsdale. The other public parks are very busy. I think the 
park should have at least 8 courts and 10 would be better. Thompson Peak and Cholla both need 
more courts. Cholla often has more than 20 people waiting to play. 
 
COMMENT 172 
Naturally everyone would welcome and appreciate additional pickleball courts, but I understand this 
has been proposed before with no movement. 
 
One other point. Why build new courts when the old courts are in disrepair? The courts at Thompson 
Peak need some work. There are courts with temporary nets that have black lines which are very hard 
to see. I offered to buy the paint and if necessary paint them myself, but nobody from Scottsdale ever 
got back to me. 
 
Some of the courts with temporary nets have surface "buckling" problems that need to be repaired. If 
you need further advice, help, etc. feel free to contact me! 
 
COMMENT 173 
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To connect all the surrounding neighborhoods better the public sidewalks should be extended to the 
Summit shopping center. Then the new park should have a connection to the Summit between the 
Target and grocery store. An additional basketball court or more baskets to the side of the court 
would be good. 
 
COMMENT 174 
I am in favor of pickleball courts, perhaps lighted, shade for waiting players.  I am also in favor of 
tables and chairs for waiting.  Will there be a basketball court or two?  I am in favor of that, also 
lighted for night play.  I also hope you are planning on building restroom facilities. 
 
COMMENT 175 
I am against any development of the park.  I believe it will cause unwanted traffic and noise to my 
neighborhood.  I also believe it will negatively impact property values in Las Piedras. 
 
COMMENT 176 
Given what is happening with pickleball all over the valley, especially Horizon Park and the addition of 
2 more courts, why not expand the 8-court plan to 12 courts, plus paint pickleball lines on the 
basketball courts just like the ones at Thompson Peak. Provide temporary nets for the basketball 
courts also. 
With the current controversy at Terravita across the road and the number of players residing there, 
we can expect high usage for these courts immediately. 
Thank you for considering an expansion to the pickleball courts. 
 
COMMENT 177 
Please make pickeball focal part of park.   Pickleball is fastest growing sport in American. 
The area needs pickleball.   I highly support pickleball being added.  at least 8 courts. 
also should be lighted with some sun protection. 
regards 
 
COMMENT 178 
There’s a need for at least 15 Pickle Ball Courts to facilitate future demand. 
 
COMMENT 179 
Please include 8 pickle ball court as part of this Park.  It would be great exercise for those that can no 
longer play tennis but was outdoor activity with good competition. 
 
thanks for your consideration. 
 
Regards, 
 
COMMENT 180 
Overall the park design looks lovely.  My suggestion is to consider adding more pickleball courts or 
plan no for later expansion.  This is the closest park in 10 miles and I believe with the high 
concentration of retired or older citizens there will be high demand for time on the pickleball courts.  I 
also support the senior designed exercise equipment which has been installed in another Scottsdale 
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park with higher concentration of seniors that school age children.  With all the schools on 60th Street 
there is a high concentration of playground for children near by. 
 
COMMENT 181 
Like what I’ve seen this far but would prefer we build more than 8 courts given the multitude of 
Golden agers in the area and the way pickleball continues to gain popularity. 
 
COMMENT 182 
Dog park some trees seats half for small and half for big if possible 
 
COMMENT 183 
I play often at Thompson Peak park.  A couple of take-a-ways from that experience. 
1.  Pickleball use in this new park will be heavy with large turn out. 
2.  There will be a substantial number of people waiting to play there turn.  An adjacent gathering 
place is needed with view of courts to allow orderly transition when a game ends and a new group 
takes the court.   
3.  Courts should be arranged such that it is easy to shift groups from court to court when a game 
ends and a new group enters play.  The side-by-side layout at Thompson Peak works well for this. 
Courts arranged end-to-end create traffic jams and difficult viewing. 
 
COMMENT 184 
Please consider adding more pickle ball courts.   
Scottsdale is very short on pickle ball courts and people drive from great distances to use them.  
These will be very popular since there are no parks up in this area and Thompson Peak has the closest 
courts.  Those carts are very overused and many of those people will spill over onto these new ones in 
North Scottsdale.  There also is a great demand for a dog park in this area-it would be very popular.   
Thank you for your consideration-we are so anxious to have this facility in our neighborhood! 
 
COMMENT 185 
Thank you for putting a park in the neighborhood! We will definitely make use of the walking trails, 
pickleball courts and basketball courts! 
 
COMMENT 186 
I just heard about this new neighborhood park being built behind Target. I love the design and know 
this park will be used by many people in Scottsdale, Carefree, Phoenix and Cave Creek. With that in 
mind, and looking at the design of the pickleball courts; I am asking you to consider adding 4 more 
courts to bring the total to 12 courts. There is space for 4 more courts and looks like it would not 
impact nearby homes as well. We know there is a large group of pickleball players and more to come, 
as this is a growing sport in our area. The only courts nearby are at Thompson Peak and Horizon Park 
and as you know, they are quite busy and hard to get on to. So many people want to play but lack 
access to public courts. So please make it a 12 court park. Thank you for considering this request! 
Sue Larson 
 
COMMENT 187 
This is a great plan! It's about time that this side of Scottsdale received some outdoor Pickleball 
courts. If the nearby residents had simply requested the zoning about this area prior to moving in, 
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they would have seen this coming! There shouldn't be any reason to stop this from happening, as the 
sport is gaining in popularity more and more every week!! 
 
COMMENT 188 
My husband and I are both avid Pickleball players.  It has been a long unrealized dream to have 
accessible Pickleball courts near Terravita.  We are excited to know courts are being studied at Asher 
Hills Park.  Please consider as many as your budget will allow as it is true what they say…’if you build 
it, they will come’. Thank you for your consideration in this matter.   
 
COMMENT 189 
Eight pickleball courts are simply not enough to adequately service an area as large and as heavily 
populated as the northern Scottsdale area surrounding Ashler Hills Park. We ask that you properly 
build a minimum of 12 courts for this very popular sport. 
Marshall & Lee Antonio 
 
COMMENT 190 
Pickle Ball has become so popular. The communities in North Scottsdale have high populations over 
50 and it is that demographic where this sport is gaining so much popularity. We need at least 16 
courts to meet the needs of this group. Please consider more than 8 courts. Thanks  Anne McDonald 
 
COMMENT 191 
Please create as many public pickleball courts as possible as they are needed & will be used constantly 
 
COMMENT 192 
We live in Las Piedras at Sevano Village, which is the 64-home community adjacent to the proposed 
“neighborhood” park and directly impacted by it. 
 
What is a Neighborhood Park?  
 
Signs were posted on the park area for many years, describing this as a neighborhood park called 
“Sevano Village Park.” Sevano Village is a platted subdivision that includes (1) the park property, (2) 
our community of Las Piedras, (3) a 78-home community known as Solstice at Sevano, and (4) a yet-
undeveloped single-home community on the east side of 74th Way. 
 
This is “Sevano Village Park,” for the Sevano Village neighborhood. A 70-space parking lot and eight 
pickleball courts are not appropriate or called for in “neighborhood” park on land that is nestled 
among three small, private communities on a dead-end street. 
 
Changing the name of the park to “Ashler Hills Park” is just part of this attempt to expand a 
“neighborhood” park into a broader, “community” park. 
 
In the City’s bond outreach presentations, and in all of the materials now distributed by the City to 
describe and seek comments for this park, it is clearly called out as a "neighborhood park."  
  
The definitions and descriptions of a “neighborhood park” that we have found on the City’s website 
include a statement that such a park serves a neighborhood within a half-mile of the park, and is 
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intended to be accessed primarily by pedestrians and by bicycles.    
  
The presentation made during the bond election outreach – to support the development of this 
“neighborhood” park -- depicted one basketball court, one tennis court, and three pickleball courts, 
along with 19 parking spaces.  This would be a reasonable allocation of courts and parking for a 
neighborhood park.  This is what we relied on in making our vote for the bonds. 
 
Is this a plan for a Neighborhood Park? 
 
The plans that are being presented now are not for a neighborhood park, but rather for a regional 
pickleball facility – offering far more pickleball courts than are reasonably expected for the 
“neighborhood,” and thus clearly intending to draw users from far outside the area – upsetting the 
neighborhood balance and sacrificing the neighborhood in which the park is located and its security.   
 
The “neighborhood” that is directly impacted by this park -- by its lighting, noise, parking and traffic -- 
would never require this number of parking spaces, and this number of pickleball courts.  Eight 
pickleball courts might be appropriate at a park located at a major intersection, or in the middle of a 
larger, regional park, but not here, at Sevano Village Park. 
   
Since the time of the bond outreach, the neighboring communities of Winfield, Terravita and 
Scottsdale Heights have all constructed (or are in the process of constructing) pickleball courts for 
their residents. There is less need for public pickleball courts in this area than when the bond proposal 
was originally presented to us.  
 
Concerns About Noise, Traffic and Light. 
  
• There is no indication that a noise study has been done for this project, to review how noise will 
travel up the mountain to the north and east and how physical noise mitigation and deflection 
features could be incorporated into the design.  Yet, noise studies are required for approval of 
pickleball courts by private owners – such as recently undertaken by Terravita in connection with its 
development of 2 pickleball courts deemed sufficient for that community.  Why should the City be 
exempt from this requirement?  A noise study would include the impact of both the noise from the 
game, as well as from its participants.  An 8-court pickleball park could have as many as 32 persons 
present and playing at any single time.  A single tennis court would have only 2 or 4 players at a time. 
• The noise study undertaken for Terravita expressly noted how the sound of pickleball play is sharp 
and high-pitched – plastic balls being struck by solid paddles -- and very different from tennis – soft 
balls being hit by racquets with strings.  Many residents complained of the annoying sound of 
pickleball, the loud and boisterous nature of the game, and how the noise travels off the courts. 
• Several years ago, a use permit for a night club at the Summit shopping center was declined because 
of the way sound from that enterprise would “climb” the adjacent mountain and adversely impact the 
community. 
• There is no indication that a light study has been done for this area -- always understood to be a 
“dark skies” community.  In addition, having a park open and lit until 10 or 10:30 at night is too late 
for, and inconsistent with, the neighboring bedroom communities.  We strongly believe that, for this 
neighborhood (which consists largely of retired homeowners), the park should be “lights out” no later 
than 9pm. 
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• The traffic study appears to focus primarily on the impact of the park on the intersection of 
Scottsdale Road and Ashler Hills, and not on 74th Way as a dead-ending street that curves north and 
east – past the Boulder House, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places – toward Las 
Piedras at Sevano Village.  There is no other way in or out of Las Piedras because of the mountain at 
the end of the internal streets. 
 
Tennis Courts Would Reduce Parking, Traffic and Noise. 
 
The drawings that were shown to us at the public outreach for the bond election showed a tennis 
court as part of the proposed neighborhood park.  Although pickleball may be popular, it is not 
replacing tennis as a racquet sport.  Tennis has soared in popularity as a result of the pandemic, with 
more people playing tennis now since tennis has been described as particularly safe during the 
pandemic because of its being an outdoor sport, as well as providing greater social distancing than 
during pickleball play.   
 
There are no public tennis courts anywhere in this area, and the private communities with courts are 
now either restricting or closing off private tennis memberships.  Incorporating a public tennis court 
or two into Sevano Village Park, in place of four of the proposed pickleball courts, would lessen the 
parking burden, lower the volume of noise from the pickleball activities, reduce traffic into and out of 
the park, and would provide a meaningful “neighborhood” amenity for this “neighborhood” park. 
 
Kudos. 
 
We understand and acknowledge that a park has always been intended for this area.  Our concern is 
that the plans that have been developed show a concept that is not appropriate for the 
neighborhood. However, we believe that certain features of the proposed park are thoughtful and 
praiseworthy: 
 
• The activity courts are well positioned against the Summit Shopping Center to the west, in order to 
deflect and absorb noise and light. 
• The parking lot is well positioned to the south as being the most logical entry into the park. 
• The walking trails to the north preserve the integrity of the adjacent desert area.  
 
Additional Concerns. 
  
• The height of the shade structure is not provided.  Although we understand the need for a shade 
structure at the park, the City should provide information about the structure’s size for the 
neighborhood to be able to assess its impact on the mountain views while driving into the area. 
• We understand the shade structure has been designed for a rusted, rustic feel – as a design concept 
that is popular and fashionable at this moment in time.  A more timeless and practical look would 
serve the park (and the community) better. 
• There are utility installations along 74th Way that should be shielded as part of the park 
development, but we have not seen this addressed. 
 
Our suggestions for Sevano Village Park: 
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• The activity courts at this neighborhood park should consist of a basketball court, one or two tennis 
courts, and not more than three or four pickleball courts.   
• Eight pickleball courts are not appropriate for a park in this area.  This large number of courts will 
draw users far from the neighborhood, and is inconsistent with the concept of a neighborhood park.   
• A substitution of one or more tennis courts for four pickleball courts will reduce the expected noise, 
traffic and parking in the neighborhood. 
• A detailed noise study needs to be undertaken before the park proceeds further, with an emphasis 
on how the noise travels from the proposed pickleball courts up the mountain, and possible noise 
deflection and noise reflection opportunities. 
• In any event, parking (which would include traffic) needs to be significantly reduced with respect to 
the neighborhood in which the park is located. 
• Given the residential character of the neighborhood, court lighting at the park should end at 9pm. 
 
We understand that comments are collected City-wide, and that the City’s staff pays attention to the 
number of respondents, notwithstanding where those respondents may live.  However, we suggest 
that the concerns and comments of residents who are most directly impacted by a project – its light, 
noise, security, traffic and parking – should be reviewed and considered carefully vis-à-vis comments 
from casual residents whose homes and life-styles will not be so affected.  As the saying goes, they 
have no skin in the game.  We do. 
 
Respectfully 
 
COMMENT 193 
I suggest the following: 
1.  At least 10 if not 12 courts.  Thompson Peak courts are always under a lot of pressure even before 
the Horizon closure.  Ashler Hills park will serve a large pickleball population in that area and 
additional courts are appropriate. 
2.  There should be seating and/or shade structures for waiting players.  At Thompson Peak there are 
benches along the inside of the courts which creates alot of congestion and risk.  Benches and shade 
structures along the perimeter of the courts would be safer. 
3.  The site plan is not clear that there is a complete perimeter fence around the basketball and 
pickleball courts.  They should be completely enclosed to prevent balls running into the desert.  Half 
walls should be between each court for safety 
4.The turf areas are inevitably going to be used as dog parks even if not intended.  There should be 
poop stations at intervals along the turf and walking paths. 
 
COMMENT 194 
There is an excessive number of parking spaces and pickleball courts for this small neighborhood park.  
The parking lights will be on all night and it will increase traffic in an area that currently has no access 
or exit. 
 
The area is a low light area.  Preserving this is important.  If Terravita wants more pickleball courts 
they certainly have plenty of land in their neighborhood way across Scottsdale road to build them.  
They don't want the lights or noise so they hope they can push it into our quite neighborhood. 
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It is important that the parking of cars in the park be on the far SouthWest  end.  Parking for 70 cars is 
excessive.  8 pickleball courts are excessive. 
 
COMMENT 195 
We support the Ashlee Hills park and pickle ball courts as a community gathering point . This project 
has been recommended, approved and known about for years . The elimination of the project 
because a developer did not tell their home buyers should not be a consideration even though now 
it’s a point of view. This is a very worthwhile project . 
 
COMMENT 196 
My husband and I are residents in Las Piedras at Sevano Village.  When we purchased our home,  
there were plans in place for a park behind the Summit Shopping Center.  At that time,  the plans 
showed a library and some sports facilities - all that were within reason. Now the city has decided to 
offer a plan that is completely contrary to what we were sold (bate and switch) which includes pickle 
ball lighted courts that you have deemed necessary to be available until 10:30 at night.  Unless you 
are deaf,  there is no chance of a bedtime prior to 10:30 due to the excessive noise they produce.  In 
addition, your “now” plan includes a number of items that were never presented previously.  What 
we are asking for is some common sense!  Apparently,  the library is no longer an option and clearly,  
placing these courts near residents is egregious at best and should be moved to an area away from 
homes and never be lit until 10:30 at night!  The City Council is elected to SERVE the residents and 
LISTEN to their concerns rather than doing whatever you want.  Elections have consequences as well.  
Hopefully you will “re-think” your proposal. 
 
COMMENT 197 
The size and scope are too large for the area.  
My neighborhood (Las Piedras) is a “dark” area. No streetlights, etc.  
There are way too many lights.  
Too many courts.  
Too many parking spaces.  
10:30 is too late for having the park open.  
Turn off the lights at 9. 
Make the park more in tune with the age group that lives in the area. Very few children. Lots of Senior 
Citizens. Whatever happened to the idea of an Amphitheater?   
Did I mention there are too, too many lights? 
 
Thank you.  
 
COMMENT 198 
We live in Las Piedras and will be directly impacted by the new park.  We feel that the no of pickle ball 
courts is excessive.   And play should not go past 8:00 pm.    As we all know, it is loud and we bought 
in this area to avoid excessive noise.   I also feel that the parking lot size is too big for a park. 
 
COMMENT 199 
I think you have done a fine job preparing your plan for the NEIGHBORHOOD Park near Ashler Hills 
and North Scottsdale Road.  There is one very significant change from your original proposal discussed 
at neighborhood outreach meetings a couple of years ago. 
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Here is my concern: 
Increasing the number of Pickleball Courts to eight (8) is not in the interest of the nearby 
neighborhoods.  The increased "interest" came from the huge subdivison  called Terravita, several 
miles away.    Terravita has a large number of TENNIS courts, and all over the country, underused 
tennis courts are being divided into TWO Pickleball Courts.  It is understandable that Terrivita would 
prefer to keep their tennis courts and have the Pickleball Courts over here in our neighborhood, 
because Pickleball is NOISY. 
 
 USA Pickleball Association (USA Pickleball) has been studying how to replace the hard plastic ball with 
something less NOISY, but they have had no success.  Three Pickleball Courst is plenty for this 
Neighborhood Park - it is NOT a community park. 
 
COMMENT 200 
I am a full time resident .  My concern is the number of parking spots allocated to the park.  It is 
suppose to be a local community park so why do you need 75 parking stalls?   Also, the number of 
pickle ball court also seems to be excessive.  If other communities are requesting pickle ball courts 
then let them build them in their own communities such as Terrivata or Winfield.  The lighting also 
concerns me why are they allowing the lights to stay on after the park is suppose to be officially 
closed in the evening.  The traffic and car fumes also concerns me.   
 
Thanks for your accepting my comments. 
 
COMMENT 201 
We have significant concerns regarding these plans.  The traffic, parking, noise and lighting will impact 
our community of Las Piedras.  The density of amenities and parking seems excessive.  All of the 
community lighting is very unobtrusive, lighted recreation will not be consistent with our community 
or those around us. 
 
We have always known that this area will have public use.  This type of facility is not what has been 
indicated on the signage or what we have anticipated.  Please know, that we are not in favor of this 
project. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of our thoughts. 
 
COMMENT 202 
This plan is not consistent with what has been represented on the current signage on the property.  
The design seems excessive for the property.  Seventy parking spaces will attract a variety of uses, not 
all related to the park usage.  Trash, noise, overnight parking, ect. will most likely result from this large 
parking area.  The lighting of pickle ball courts is truly inconsistent with all of the subtle lighting 
required in all of the surrounding communities. 
 
We have been expecting public use on this property.  However, a major sporting complex is not what 
has been represented. 
 
Thank you for your time to review my thoughts. 
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COMMENT 203 
I think their are too many pickle ball courts and parking places for an area such as this.  Once the fad 
of pickle ball is over (like tennis) there will be unused space in both.  There will also be a lot of noise 
and light.  Reducing the number of courts and parking spaces will reduce cost. 
 
COMMENT 204 
The park will now be intrusive to our community. 
 
COMMENT 205 
I live in the Las Piedras neighborhood at the end of 74th Way and have some concerns about the 
scope of the proposed park (Ashler Hills Park). Initial plans seemed more reasonable and described 
what, I thought, would be a small neighborhood park. A small, quaint park sounded like a nice 
addition to our neighborhood. Open turf play areas, shaded playground, restrooms, walking 
paths/trails and even a few sports courts sound like a reasonable and welcome addition to the area. 
However, the new plans suggest a much larger park than initially discussed. The initially proposed 2.8 
acres of developed land has seemingly expanded to 6.8 acres. The park times have expanded and the 
scope has almost tripled. For example, eight pickle ball courts and a 70-space lighted-parking area are 
among a few of the additions that I do not think make sense for our small neighborhood. Twenty-two 
foot tall lights on the sport courts, 16-foot tall lighting in the parking lot, and 12-foot tall lighting along 
the hard surface walkways is quite excessive. And, despite the park closing at 10:30 PM, there will be 
security lights turned on all night. The residents of our small community have grown accustom to and 
appreciate our peaceful night skies and quiet, serene surroundings. In fact, a lot of us have moved out 
to this part of town because of those exact features. Also, plans suggest that the park will be open 
from sunrise until 10:30 PM, which raises the concern for a lot of increased noise and traffic in our 
small community.  We only have one entrance to our community and increased traffic poses a 
problem, in my opinion.  To believe that there will NOT be an unacceptable amount of light, noise and 
traffic, unfortunately, would be incorrect. Please respect the opinions of the members of our small 
community and reconsider the size and scope of this ‘neighborhood’ park. We are happy to work with 
the City of Scottsdale to find a more acceptable plan for a neighborhood park. 
 
COMMENT 206 
My wife and I own property in the area, first in Solstice in 2008, and now in Las Piedras since 2011. 
We were always aware of a proposed park in the area. But we were disappointed to see that the 
original plans for the park have grown to a much larger park than the original bond issue implied. 
 
We believe a park with 70 parking spaces and 8 pickle ball courts is excessive for the communities in 
the area. The lighting for both the parking and courts is a concern. But an even larger concern is the 
noise created from 8 pickle ball courts. We are aware of the complaints from other pickle ball courts 
in the area and don’t see how this development will be any quieter. 
 
Please, consider, scaling back the size and scope of this community park considering the proximity of 
the two nearby neighborhoods. 
 
COMMENT 207 
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When we purchased property, first in Solstice in 2008, and then in Las Piedras in 2011, we were 
always aware of a proposed park in the area. But we were disappointed to see that the original plans 
for the park have grown to a much larger park than the original bond issue implied. 
 
We believe a park with 70 parking spaces and 8 pickle ball courts is excessive for the communities in 
the area. The lighting for both the parking and courts is a concern. But an even larger concern is the 
noise created from 8 pickle ball courts. We are aware of the complaints from other pickle ball courts 
in the area and don’t see how this development will be any quieter. 
 
Please, consider, scaling back the size and scope of this community park considering the proximity of 
the two nearby neighborhoods. 
 
COMMENT 208 
As a resident of Las Piedras, my home is directly inside our gate.  I strongly object to the proposed 
park for the following reasons: 
• The noise created by the basketball and pickle ball courts will definitely be heard in our backyard; it 
is very upsetting that this noise will happen from sunrise to 10:30pm. 
• The lighting for the park will intrude on our beautiful view of the night sky; not just the regular 
lighting until 10:30pm, but the security lighting that will be on all night. Our community bylaws do 
include regulations with respect to downward lighting, so as not to affect the night sky. 
• I understand that the residents of Terravita are pushing for the pickle ball courts.  Having been a golf 
member at Terravita for 2 years, I know their amenities and usage well.  It appears that, rather than 
expand their own pickle ball courts - likely because of noise and night lighting - they want to bring it 
over to our neighborhood.    
• 70 parking spaces sounds like a lot of traffic and activity against our small, 64 home, community of 
Las Piedras. 
• Most importantly, I am concerned about the affect this park will have on our property values. We all 
love our small, quiet community, and believe that this park will negatively affect the attractiveness of 
our location, and home property values. 
Thank you, 
 
COMMENT 209 
Thank you for accepting comments regarding the park proposed for Ashler Hills, next to my 
community of Las Piedras.  I have very strong concerns about the negative impact that the proposed 
park will have on my home. 
I really think that my home property value will be negatively affected by the park because of noise, 
all-night lighting, traffic and the overall size of the project against our 64-home community. 
• The lighting for the park will intrude on our beautiful view of the night sky; not just the regular 
lighting until 10:30pm, but the security lighting that will be on all night. Our community bylaws do 
include regulations with respect to downward lighting, so as not to affect the night sky. 
• 70 parking spaces sounds like a lot of traffic and activity against our small, 64 home, community of 
Las Piedras. 
• The noise created by the basketball and pickle ball courts will definitely be heard in our backyard; 
please, this noise cannot be allowed to happen until 10:30pm. 
Thank you, 
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COMMENT 210 
I’ve lived in Las Piedras for 18 years and this proposal is not what was previously slated for a 
neighborhood park.  Increasing parking from 17 to 70 spaces and increasing pickle ball courts will 
have a very adverse effect on our neighborhood privacy and increase light pollution for many 
residents. I strongly oppose  the  park as currently planned. I would support a plan that is much closer 
to the original plan and a true neighborhood park as it was intended to be. Thank you for your 
consideration in this matter. 
 
COMMENT 211 
We believe that 70 parking spaces is excessive for this park. This will cause excessive traffic and a 
bottleneck.  There will be more likelihood of accidents from this. 
 The lighting which is 22 feet tall on the sport courts, 16 feet tall in the parking lot, and 12 feet tall 
along the hard surface walkways will be adding light pollution to our dark skies. You also noted that 
there will be security lighting all night. 
 
COMMENT 212 
I live in Las Piedras at Sevano Village, a 64-home community adjacent to the proposed neighborhood 
park, and will be directly impacted by the building of the park.  Since moving here, I have been 
reminded by signage that this will be a neighborhood park ("Sevano Village Park").  It is my 
understanding that  Sevano Village is a platted subdivision including (1) the park property, (2) our 
community of Las Piedras, (3) a 78-home community known as Solstice at Sevano, and (4) a yet 
undeveloped single-home community on the east side of 74th Way.  Since the Sevano Village Park is 
for the Sevano Village neighborhood, it is inappropriate to include a 70-space parking lot and 8 
pickleball courts.  We are at a dead-end street, and traffic and security for our residents is a big 
concern.   
 
In the City's bond outreach presentations, and in the materials distributed by the City to describe and 
seek comments, it is clearly called a neighborhood park.  The City's website includes a statement that 
such a park serves a neighborhood within a half-mile of the park and is intended to be accessed 
primarily by pedestrians and by bicycles. 
 
During the bond election outreach, a presentation to support the development of the neighborhood 
park depicted one basketball court, one tennis court, and three pickleball courts.  Only 19 parking 
spaces were included.  This is what I relied on in voting for the bonds.  When I purchased my home, I 
knew there would eventually be a park; so it is something I looked forward to seeing and using.  
However, I never expected something so large that it would draw people from other neighborhoods 
and communities and create a traffic and security nightmare for our residents.  I believe further 
studies are required and that the presentation made for the bond election should be the basis for the 
park. 
 
Respectfully, 
  
COMMENT 213 
We are Las Piedras home owners and the community mostly impacted by the Aslers Hills Park Project. 
We are VERY concerned about the park proposal. The size of the developed portion of the park has 
grown immensely in the last 2 or 3 years. Worse is that much larger surrounding communities, 
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communities not impacted by noise and light pollution, high traffic and reduced property values, are 
strongly lobbying for more and more including more pickle ball courts than stated in the current 
project overview. Combine that with 70 parking spaces being excessive for a neighborhood park 
(another huge concern) and it seems the park is being developed with near-future growth in mind. 
Also, rumor has it that the park project overview is inaccurate and deceptive; park will close at 10:30 
rather than 10:00 as stated, lights will not go dark at and 10:30 as suggested. It begs the question, 
what else are we not being told. There are only 64 home in Las Piedras and the community most 
impacted. We deserve to be told the truth and treated fairly.  
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
 
COMMENT 214 
I am writing to express my deep concerns and fears about the recreation area going in at Ashler Hills 
and 74th street.  
I live in Las Piedras at Sevano Village which is a small community of 58 homes. The proximity of this 
large park DEFINITELY impacts our small community negatively!!  Please do not continue with this 
type of recreation park so near to us. 
Below are a few of my concerns: 
1.  Traffic--How will this be monitored? 
2.   Noise 
3.  Traffic 
4.  Having this type of park is an open invitation to  many STRANGERS  coming into this area. How  
      will this be monitored?  Will there be a gate that can only be activated by sliding in a designated  
      card which will be only given  to a limited amount of people that live within a four mile radius of  
       the park ???z. The  open and closing ho urs  are  too late into  the   e 
veveningvei 
 
t6.  Will the city put in a guard gated security to my neighborhood????   
 
Our property values will drop by having this LARGE LIGHTED PARK so close.  RECLOCATE IT. 
 
BAIT and SWITCH: 
When we voted for the bond for the recreational area, this type of park was NOT divulged to our 
community.  I would have been "out of my mind" to vote for this!  I expected a small dog park and 
playground.   
I can think of nothing positive that this park brings to my small, peaceful neighborhood.  
This recreation area lowers my property value. I actually feel threatened by having this park so close 
to my home. 
I understand that the neighboring communities find this park appealing.  They are larger communities 
with higher population.  Put this recreation area in their neighborhoods.  Our community is quite 
small and, as I said, the closeness of this park to our community has a negative impact in everyway.  
Find another location for this park.  One that is closer to the larger neighborhoods.   
Please, reconsider the size and location of this project. 
Please do NOT proceed with this recreation area at Ashler Hills and 74th Street. 
 
COMMENT 215 
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I live in los Piedra‘s at savanna Village that is entered from 74th St. I am writing this letter to 
expressed my concern about the large recreation area going in there the proximity of this park 
definitely invades our small and quiet community I have 58 home owners some of which are snow 
birds. I urge you to RECONSIDER  the location of this park to one of the larger neighborhoods that are 
very close by and will have far more people from their area using this facility!   I fear that this park will 
definitely lower our property value and increase the crime and mischief in our area.  
The very hours that it’s open and it is open until late in the evening is an OPEN invitation to crimes 
and UNSAVORY activities. 
The increase in traffic on our very small quiet road is also undesirable.   
The lights will also have an effect on our beautiful dark night skies.  
Bait and switch:  For years we happily anticipated having a dog park in that location as well as a 
children’s area and some walking trails. 
 
COMMENT 216 
I have concerns that this is going to be a very active park with a lot of competive sports events. I also 
cercern that it will effect our quiet neighborhoods where i live. There is no dog park in the desigh 
because you felt it was not needed. I see so many walkers with dogs that use the side walks on asher 
hills and 74th way street. ?? I feel and think that you need to look at all the nieghbors in the area with 
a them in mind. A sports park??  I am in opposition to the plan that this on your web site for the land 
use as preposed. 
 
COMMENT 217 
We feel the hours of park being open are too long; especially in the evening.   It should close earlier 
8pm as it’s right by two quiet/dark neighbirhoods.   
The paddle ball courts would cause too much noise; I don’t think people realize how far that noise 
carry’s .  And again the 22 foot lights is too much.   
These are quiet neighborhoods and we feel the park that goes in should be quieter and less intrusive.   
Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 218 
To whom it may concern, 
 
When we committed to our property in Las Piedras at Sevano Village a selling point by the builder in 
2003 there were plans for a future library. Evidently not a consideration. What I’m understanding 
there will be a Neighborhood Park and not a Community Park. I would hope the voices of the of the 
people whose homes and property values that would be affected by the park’s noise, lighting, parking 
and traffic will be heard. 
 
Limited Noise  
 
Parks to remain open until 10:30 PM? This means picnic groups, dogs barking, Pickle Ball courts 
Basketball court, Frisbee throwing and hopefully NO Skateboarding. The initial site plan was for 2.8 
acres and now is 6.8 acres, more noise. 
 
Pickle Ball Courts & Parking 
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Proposed 8-courts? Plus 3-proposed portable courts? Please have Terravita build their own courts, we 
don’t use their amenities. This small Neighborhood Park does not have room for a community of 
1,380 to use. Scottsdale Heights, a K. Hovnanian builder (55& over) nearby, did they invest in Pickle 
Ball courts for their residents? Also proposing 70-parking spaces is excessive and incompatible for this 
area.   
 
Picnic Pavilions and Benches 
 
Nothing has been mentioned regarding picnic facilities. Limited to certain amount of people? No 
office conventions. This can be a big factor. 
 
Thanks  for your consideration, 
 
COMMENT 219 
Hello 
I’m opposed to the current plan for Ashley Hills Neighborhood Park. 
Being a resident of Las Piedras at Sevano, this park will have a negative impact on property values and 
the neighborhood surroundings. 
The proposed 70 parking spaces and 8 pickle ball courts are excessive for a neighborhood like Las 
Piedras. There doesn’t appear to be a noise or traffic study produced to discuss the impact on 74th 
Way, which is the only entrance to Las Piedras.  
Also, its not disclosed in the Plan, but there must not be any public parking allowed along 74th Way. 
The excessive traffic and parking will be disruptive to the residents of Las Piedras. 
 
COMMENT 220 
Shade, seating, and drinking water needed at sports courts. Wind buffering material on sport court 
fencing suggested. 
 
COMMENT 221 
Hello 
I’m opposed to the current plan for Ashler Hills Neighborhood Park. 
Being a resident of Las Piedras at Sevano, this park could have a negative impact on property values 
and the surrounding neighborhood. 
The proposed 70 parking spaces and 8 pickle ball courts are excessive for a neighborhood like Las 
Piedras. There doesn’t appear to be a noise or traffic study to discuss the impact on 74th Way, which 
is the only entrance to Las Piedras.  
Also, there is no light pollution study that has been conducted. Finally, its mentioned in the Plan, but 
there must not be any public parking allowed along 74th Way. The excessive traffic and parking will 
be disruptive to the residents of Las Piedras. 
 
COMMENT 222 
My wife and I were unaware of the plans for the Sevano Village/Ashler Hills Park Site and are 
concerned that, as residents of the area most impacted by this development, the City of Scottsdale 
has not made any notification to us about their plans and the resulting impact it will have on our 
community.  We moved to Las Piedras, in part, because of the tranquility this community offers.  In 
addition, the dark skies north Scottsdale, Carefree, and Cave Creek are known for was also a draw.   
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What could have been a reasonable community park has turned into a sports complex, with both 
basketball and pickle ball courts open until 10:30 p.m.  This alone has the potential to increase traffic 
and noise in the area.  The associated lighting for the sports complex will absolutely affect the dark 
skies this area is known for and create an eyesore for those whose property has views of the city 
lights in the distance.   
 
We do not support Scottsdale’s efforts and feel this is a development with good initial intentions, but 
one which has run amok with unnecessary expansions while catering to members of the community 
who aren’t directly impacted. 
 
We strongly oppose this development as currently presented. 
 
COMMENT 223 
We really have reservations about this park.  We live right across the street in the development of Las 
Piedras.  Our main concerns are the noise and the lights from the pickle ball courts. We are also 
concerned about the amount of traffic this will bring to our neighborhood.  We would prefer not to 
have this park developed, or, if it is, would appreciate it if the hours were limited to a reasonable 
opening and closing time.  Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 224 
I would like to know if you are planning to make it so that the pickleball courts have a rotation paddle 
holder so that everyone gets the chance to play. some parks do not have that and if you do not have 4 
in your group you do not get to play. 
 
COMMENT 225 
As a resident of Las Piedras, I am strongly opposed to the size and scope of this project. It far exceeds 
the concept of a neighborhood park and the proposed hours of operation will be a huge disruption to 
our currently quiet neighborhood. I strongly urge re-consideration of number of pickle ball courts and 
hours of operation 
 
COMMENT 226 
I am absolutely against this park.  There are too many existing parks and walking spaces, tennis courts 
already in the surrounding area.  We do not need another huge concrete park next to concrete 
neighborhoods already dotting the landscape.  Already the North Scottsdale area is looking like south 
scottsdale not only with the Ashler hills mall but developments that are sprouting all over the place.  
What are you thinking?  Are your intentions to create another Southern California mess.   You will 
change the landscape forever of North Scottsdale continually destroying the beauty with more 
concrete, more public parking, more houses.  Have you not learned anything since Covid, protecting 
natural habitats and allowing desert space to be just that.  What is the insanity of continuous building 
in Arizona to the point where you will have destroyed everything that is beautiful. Phoenix is already 
gone.  North Scottsdale is all that is left of a beautiful desert environment.  Not to mention the fact of 
the hundreds of gyms, tennis courts, squash courts, exercise clubs, pilates, barr...name it...it is 
everywhere on every street corner.  We are living in a world of excess.  How much is enough?.  Leave 
the open space available so that younger generations can actually see what it is like to have a desert 
environment not slabs of concrete plastered on every street corner..  If anything, your council should 
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be reevaluating the exponential growth in favor of the environment, the natural habitat and beauty of 
what the desert was created for.  I am absolutely against the building of anything on this land.  Keep 
the land alive for future generations and their future thinking. It is the young people today who are 
more pro active on saving their green spaces, planting trees, and keeping nature alive than those in 
their 50's and 60's.    I am infuriated that this is even a dialog.  Absolutely against this absurd idea.  
Tennis  clubs-check it out on  Cave Creek Road, Pima Road, Scottsdale  Road...Enough is enough.  think 
Green, Think Smart and be Wise.  Thank you. 
 
COMMENT 227 
I live in the Las Piedras neighborhood and felt compelled to contact the City of Scottsdale to oppose 
the Sevano Village/Ashler Hills Park plans.  I have reviewed the plans on the City’s website and have 
several concerns. 
 
First and foremost, the Las Piedras community is most impacted by the traffic, noise, and light 
pollution which are associated with these plans.  Regardless of what mitigation efforts you have, we 
will be the ones who will have to deal with these negative effects of the current plan.  The amount of 
parking, 70 spaces, is absolutely ridiculous for what was supposed to be a community park.  The hours 
of operation are much too late and listed as both 10:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. in different information 
made available by Scottsdale.  I can only assume the time changed for some reason. 
 
The design of the park is beautiful but the aesthetic is ruined by the addition of the pickleball and 
basketball courts, which are in conflict with the natural aspects of the design and almost appear to be 
an afterthought.  We were taken by the natural beauty of this area and are disappointed the City has 
chosen to pursue a design which is in conflict with it.  I hope you will reconsider the inclusion of the 
sport-elements in the design and instead move forward with one which embraces the natural features 
of the Sonoran desert. 
 
COMMENT 228 
I live in Solstice at Sevano Village, across from where the proposed Ashler Hills park is being built.  
While I am generally in favor of the park, I do have concerns about the parking lot number of spaces 
and having the parking lot across from our neighborhood's entrance gates.  From looking at the 
rendition, I just want to make sure that the parking lot will be off the main road and hidden by trees 
and shrubbery.  If the parking lot's visual impact is mitigated by trees and shrubbery around its 
perimeter and maybe lowered to further mitigate its visual impact from the street I am OK with the 
park being built.  I think it will be great for the area. 
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November 1, 2021 
 
This letter represents the consolidated comments and requests of the undersigned property 
owners/residents of Las Piedras at Sevano Village ("Las Piedras") regarding the latest proposed plan 
for the project known as Ashler Hills Park.  The sections are not presented in order of importance.   
 
 

Definition of Neighborhood Park 
 
Scottsdale's General Plan 2035 provides the most current definition of Neighborhood Park: 

Park of roughly two (2) to ten (10) acres in size, intended to meet the recreation needs of 
people living or working within a one-half mile radius. Neighborhood parks provide primary 
recreation services and facilities; are easily accessible and available to local residents; serve a 
single neighborhood or several neighborhoods, depending on the location of the park; are 
preferably located with or next to elementary schools, neighborhood centers, or other 
gathering places; and are accessed mainly by pedestrians and bicycles. 

 
General Plan 2035 further specifies that the constituency of a Neighborhood Park is its surrounding 
neighborhood: 

Policy R 2.1 Provide neighborhood parks that are easily accessible to local residents and 
provide recreational opportunities reflective of the surrounding neighborhood's needs and 
preferences. 

 
Accordingly, when planning the development of a new Neighborhood Park, the City is to consider the 
recreational needs and preferences of residents within a one-half (½) mile radius (Figure 1). 
 
 

Directly Impacted Properties 
 
General Plan 2035 also requires the City, in planning the development of a new Neighborhood Park, 
to specifically consider the impacts the park could have on nearby properties: 

Policy R 1.8: Consider the impacts on nearby properties in the placement, renovation, and 
development of parks and recreation facilities. 

 
Properties closest to the planned park will be most directly impacted.  Thus, the comments and 
preferences of residents and owners of properties closer to the park must be given greater weight 
than those of more distant stakeholders within the half-mile radius. 
 
Our community, Las Piedras, will be directly and significantly impacted by the development of Ashler 
Hills Park.  The park parcel is contiguous with our southwestern border.  The park parcel extends 490 
feet – nearly one-third of its total length – "into" our community (Figure 2).  The park parcel is only 
160 feet from the nearest home in Las Piedras.  Ten homes are within 300 feet. 
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In addition, the park parcel and Las Piedras share a common ingress/egress route.  It is the sole 
ingress/egress route for both.  To reach or leave Las Piedras, we must drive around the park and past 
the park entry. 
 
Any park development that occurs in the orange-shaded area of Figure 2 is virtually within our 
community.  We appreciate that, in the current proposed site plan, "improvements" in this area are 
limited to the loop trail and existing path.  We note that this area is in keeping with a designated 
focus of Neighborhood Parks: to preserve open spaces (Community Services Master Plan 2015).  In 
addition, undisturbed portions of this area may count toward the development's Natural Area Open 
Space (NAOS) requirement. 
 
We want to be clear that our concerns are not limited to the orange-shaded area.  All park 
development that occurs south of the orange-shaded area is adjacent to and directly impacts our 
community.  Noise, light, traffic and other impacts will not be contained within the park boundary. 
 
The City has obviously received and is no doubt currently receiving many comments in favor of 
developing even more of the park area and adding even more pickleball courts.  Many of those 
comments come from Terravita and Winfield.  Terravita has 1,380 homes.  Winfield has 511 
homes/homesites.  We have 64.  We cannot compete numerically.  However, Terravita and Winfield 
will not be directly impacted by this park.  We will be.  Under General Plan Policy R 1.8, the City must 
give our concerns greater weight. 
 
In sum, per General Plan 2035: 
§ Public comments from residents within a one-half (½) mile radius must be prioritized over public 

comments from elsewhere in Scottsdale (definition of Neighborhood Park and Policy R 2.1). 
§ Moreover, among the comments of those within a half-mile radius, comments from residents of 

neighborhoods adjacent to the park site must be given the highest priority (Policy R 1.8). 
 
 

Park Size and Scope 
 
According to the Maricopa County Assessor and City Map Center,1 APN 216-51-098 is 15 acres 
(653,228 and 653,217.89 square feet, respectively).  The measuring tool on both websites confirms 
these numbers.  According to the 2019 Bond Election materials and park planning documents, the 
park parcel is 17 acres.  Does the park include two acres outside of APN 216-51-098, and if so, where 
are they?  Or are the 2019 Bond Election materials and park planning documents inaccurate? 
 
During public outreach in 2018 as part of the 2019 Bond process, the City presented to Las Piedras 
residents a Proposed Site Plan dated 1/24/18 ("1/24/18 Plan").  That site plan depicts development 
on the southern 2.8 acres of the site.  All built elements of the park clearly lie south of the southern 
404 wash, with the "site perimeter concrete walk" roughly following the course of that wash. 
 

                                                        
1 https://eservices.scottsdaleaz.gov/maps/parcel-information 
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On November 10, 2020, the City Council was asked to approve the Architectural Services Contract for 
this park.  The City Council Report for that action item states (bold added): 

Most of the improvements are planned to be constructed on about 3 or 4 acres at the 
southern end of the site. Staff envisions the other areas of the site remaining in a more 
natural state, with limited walking trails, seating nodes and shade structures. 

 
The current proposed site plan was prepared under that contract.  Yet, the area to be "developed" 
has ballooned – not from 2.8 to "3 or 4" acres – but from 2.8 to 6.8 acres.  It has more than doubled 
in size.  In fact, all the proposed "improvements," except the parking lot, lie beyond the site 
perimeter of the 1/24/18 Plan.  Figure 3. 
 
The 1/24/18 Plan includes one (1) tennis court, one (1) basketball court, and three (3) pickleball 
courts – all located south of the southern 404 wash.  The current proposed site plan includes one (1) 
basketball court and eight (8) pickleball courts – all located north of the southern 404 wash. 
 
The parking area has grown in concert with the number of sport courts.  The parking lot in the 
1/24/18 Plan has 19 parking spaces.  The parking lot in the current proposed site plan has almost 
quadrupled to 70 spaces. 
 
The current proposed site plan is far different from the plan the City presented to Las Piedras 
residents on October 29, 2018 as part of the 2019 Bond outreach process.  We understand that the 
1/24/18 Plan is, as its title indicates, a proposed plan.  However, the magnitude of the difference in 
size and scope – and the attendant, significant and additional impacts upon our quality of life and 
home values – leaves us feeling that the City pulled a bait-and-switch.  
 
Las Piedras is the only neighborhood contiguous to the park and would be the most directly affected 
by overbuilding the park.  We therefore request the City:  
§ Restore the scale of the park's developed area to that presented during the 2019 Bond outreach 

process (2.8 acres) and to certainly no greater than that specified when the City Council approved 
the Architectural Services Contract (3-4 acres). 

§ Limit the developed area to the southern end of the site as described in the City Council Report 
dated November 10, 2020 and depicted on the 1/24/18 Plan – preferably limited to south of the 
southern 404 wash. 

 
 

Sport Courts 
 
During public outreach in 2018 as part of the 2019 Bond process, the City presented to Las Piedras 
residents a proposed site plan that included one (1) tennis court, one (1) basketball court, and three 
(3) pickleball courts – all located south of the southern 404 wash.  The current proposed site plan 
includes one (1) basketball court and eight (8) pickleball courts – all located north of the southern 404 
wash. 
 
At the Thompson Peak Park, the City provides three (3) portable pickleball nets that are used on the 
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basketball court.  If the City does the same at the Ashler Hills Park, there would be effectively eleven 
(11) pickleball courts in use at the park. 
 
Scottsdale Community Services Master Plan 2015 distinguishes between passive and active 
programming in Neighborhood versus Community parks: 

 
Park Classification Programming  
Neighborhood 75% passive / 25% active 
Community 65% active / 35% passive 
 

General Plan 2035 defines active and passive recreation as: 
 

Active Recreation - Leisure activities that use organized play areas including, playing fields, 
swimming pools, and basketball courts. 
 

Passive Recreation - Leisure activities�that involve less energetic, individual, or non-organized 
(i.e., team) activities, such as walking, bicycling, horseback riding, running, sitting, hiking, 
skateboarding, picnicking, card and board games, or simply enjoying the natural environment.  

 
Nine to eleven sport courts represent a passive-to-active ratio in line with a Community Park, not a 
Neighborhood Park. 
 
Scottsdale Community Services Master Plan 2015 distinguishes between revenue-producing facilities 
in Neighborhood versus Community parks:  

 
Park Classification Revenue-producing facilities  
Neighborhood None 
Community Limited 

 
It is Las Piedras' understanding that pickleball classes, clinics, learning leagues, league play and 
tournaments are not permitted in Cholla Neighborhood Park.  Likewise, they should not be permitted 
in Ashler Hills Park.  Moreover, Ashler Hills Park should not be scaled – as it has been in the current 
proposed plan – to accommodate pickleball league play and tournaments. 
 
Several neighborhoods located in whole or in part inside the one-half (½) mile radius already have or 
are constructing pickleball courts: Whisper Rock (3), Winfield (2), Terravita (2 + portable nets), and 
Scottsdale Heights (2). 
 
As the City knows, an organized, vocal group is lobbying for even more pickleball courts in Ashler Hills 
Park (which the group refers to as "Scottsdale North Park").  The group is actively encouraging public 
comment from within and outside Scottsdale.  The group has formed SPARC, a 501(c)(3), to raise tax 
deductible funds to "enhance the project."  Scott Gaertner, a local real estate agent, describes that 
enhancement: "An example would be having private dollars pay to add more pickleball courts than 
the city is comfortable funding." 
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Is this why the number of pickleball courts has ballooned from three to eight (not including portable 
nets on the basketball court)?  What is the City's position about forming a public/private partnership 
to fund pickleball courts?  The City's project video states: "Types of improvements are limited to 
available funding."  But is "available funding" limited to the $6.1 million bond allocation, or is the City 
accepting private donations?  Are Scottsdale's public parks for sale?  Must nearby property owners 
raise funds to pay for passive recreational programming in order to preserve the peaceful enjoyment 
of our homes and protect our property values?  This is disturbing on many levels. 
 
Las Piedras requests: 
§ The number of sport courts be reduced to an appropriate number within the Neighborhood Park 

programming ratio of 75% passive / 25% active. 
§ That no sport courts be built any closer to Las Piedras than as depicted on the current proposed 

site plan. 
§ Confirmation that pickleball classes, clinics, learning leagues, league play, and tournaments will 

not be conducted or held at Ashler Hills Park. 
§ An honest, transparent conversation with the City regarding its position on forming a public/ 

private partnership or otherwise accepting private money to pay for amenities in Ashler Hills Park. 
§ Confirmation that no intergovernmental agreement applies to Ashler Hills Park. 
§ Confirmation that public comments from outside Scottsdale will not be considered in the Ashler 

Hills Park planning process, including comments without an address. 
 
 

Tennis Court 
 
During public outreach in 2018 as part of the 2019 Bond process, the City presented to Las Piedras 
residents a proposed site plan that included one (1) tennis court, one (1) basketball court, and three 
(3) pickleball courts.  In the current proposed plan, the tennis court has been replaced with five (5) 
pickleball courts.  Some Las Piedras residents voted for the bond package on the belief that Ashler 
Hills Park would have a tennis court. 
 
The City has only four (4) tennis courts north of Bell Road, the northernmost of which is at Sonoran 
Hills Park on Williams Drive.  The City's Tennis Court Equity Map does not even extend as far north as 
Jomax Road. 
 
The popularity of tennis soared during the pandemic (www.espn.com/tennis/story/_/id/30882614/).  
In 2020, recreational participation rose 22%, including a 44% increase in new players over the 
previous year.  Entry-level racket sales went up nearly 40%. 
 
Las Piedras requests the tennis court be restored in lieu of (not in addition to) the five added 
pickleball courts 
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Noise 
 
The City has addressed noise in the project FAQs as follows: 

Will noise from the sport courts noise (sic) impact adjacent residential neighborhoods? 
The sport courts are located along the west property boundary adjacent to the existing 
commercial development. This provides an ample buffer from the residential 
neighborhoods. Operating hours will be limited to dawn to 10 p.m.  

 
Las Piedras appreciates that in the current proposed site plan, the sport courts are located along the 
west property boundary adjacent to the existing commercial development.  However, for several 
reasons, we question whether this location will provide "ample buffer": 
 
1. The sheer number and type of sport courts: nine (9) courts, including eight (8) pickleball courts.  If, 

as at Thompson Peak Park, the basketball court can be converted, with portable nets, to three (3) 
pickleball courts, there could be eleven (11) pickleball courts in use at this park. 

 
2. The City has not commissioned a Noise Study or a Noise Mitigation Plan. 
 
3. It is an unproven assumption that this many courts of this type at this location will not disturb the 

peaceful enjoyment of Las Piedras residents. 
 
4. The possibility that even more sport courts could be added.  More courts would mean even 

greater cumulative noise and the possibility that courts could be located even closer to Las 
Piedras. 

 
5. Noise is experienced and measured within a context.  The ambient noise level in and around the 

park parcel is far lower than the ambient noise level in and around the three Scottsdale parks with 
pickleball courts.  The ambient noise level in Las Piedras is extremely quiet at all hours and 
especially quiet in the early morning and evening.  Pickleball noise must be considered relative to 
our contextual ambient level. 

 
6. Like our dark sky, we value our quiet. 
 
7. Pickleball noise in the early morning (from dawn/sunrise) and evening hours (to 10 PM) is 

particularly concerning. 
 
8. There is no sound barrier – natural or man-made – between the proposed sport courts and Las 

Piedras.  Pickleball noise will travel unimpeded across the open desert. 
 
9. The granite mountain behind Las Piedras may amplify pickleball noise, reflecting it back into Las 

Piedras. 
 
General Plan 2035 calls for the planning process to minimize noise pollution: 
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Noise - Any undesired audible sound, especially one that is loud or disagreeable. 
 

Goal CD 6 Minimize light and noise pollution. 
 CD 6.3 Integrate noise considerations and abatement techniques into the planning process. 

 
Where non-residential uses abut established and planned residential areas, General Plan 2035 
ensures the protection of private property rights (bold added): 
 

Land Use Element (bold added) 
Whenever non-residential uses are next to established or planned residential areas, special 
care must be taken to ensure privacy and to protect personal property. Residential buffering 
and transition techniques include increased setbacks, landscaping, restricted land uses, 
diversion of traffic, controlled noise or light, height limitations, and transitional land uses (e.g., 
offices, medium-high density residential uses).  Mixed-use areas can still provide a 
combination of housing and non-residential uses while respecting privacy and personal 
property rights. 

 
Under Design Standards and Policy Manual ("DSPM ") 2-3.100.L, the Zoning Administrator may 
require Special Impacts Analysis including: 

4. Noise mitigation plan is the proposed measures to limit noise trespass on adjacent 
properties.  

 
To ensure the continuing peaceful enjoyment of our homes and preserve our property rights, Las 
Piedras requests: 
§ Rather than assuming the proposed sport courts are a sufficient distance away to provide "ample 

buffer," conduct a thorough and unbiased Noise Study.  Consider the number of courts (including 
the use of portable pickleball nets), type of courts, ambient noise levels on site and in Las Piedras, 
topography (including the mountain behind Las Piedras), time of day (including dawn/sunrise and 
evening hours), and any other relevant factors. 

§ Modify the park plan per the results of the Noise Study.  Consider: fewer sport courts, different 
type of sport courts, shorter park hours, and incorporating noise mitigation measures into sport 
court design. 

§ In no event, should the number of sport courts be increased, nor should sport courts be built any 
closer to Las Piedras than shown on the current proposed site plan. 

 
 

Dark Skies 
 
Numerous City of Scottsdale plans, ordinances and design standards protect our dark skies.  Starting 
from the top, General Plan 2035: 
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Goal CD 6 Minimize light and noise pollution.  

 CD 6.1 Support Scottsdale's dark sky areas and designation as an Outdoor Light Control 
City by reducing light pollution, glare, and trespass where possible, while still attending to 
public safety needs. 

 CD 6.2 Encourage creative, energy-efficient, and high-quality designs for outdoor lighting 
that reflect the character of the local context. 

 
The Design Principles of the City's Exterior and Site Lighting Design Guidelines speak to several of our 
concerns with respect to the park: 

• The use of lighting should … reflect a balance for the lighting needs with the contextual 
ambient light level and surrounding nighttime characteristics of our community. 

• Lighting designs should be designed to minimize glare and light trespass, to implement 
energy conservation, and to maintain dark skies. 

• Full cut-off fixtures, mounting heights, and shielding should be utilized to effectively 
control glare and light trespass. 

 
The ESL overlay confers specific protections: 

ESLO 6.1070.G.1.f 
Exterior lighting should be low scale and directed downward, recessed or shielded so that the 
light source is not visible from residential development in the area or from a public viewpoint. 
 
DSPM 2-1.208.A.9-11 
 

In the ESL areas of the city, ... the maximum height from finished grade to the bottom of the 
any [sic] exterior luminaire shall not exceed sixteen (16) feet. 
 

In the ESL areas of the city, parking lots, site lighting, and building mounted exterior lighting 
should be reduced to security levels at 10 p.m., or 1 hour after the close of business, 
whichever occurs later. Exterior lighting shall be controlled by an astronomical clock and 
photocells. 
 

In the ESL areas of the City, no lighting shall be permitted in Natural Area Open Space (NAOS) 
easements, vista corridor easements, scenic corridors, buffered setbacks, and/or desert 
scenic roadways setbacks. 

 
Under DSPM 2-3.100.L, the Zoning Administrator may require Special Impacts Analysis including: 

2. Outdoor lighting mitigation plan that includes the proposed measures to limit outdoor 
lighting trespass on adjacent properties. 

 
Where non-residential uses abut established and planned residential areas, General Plan 2035 
ensures the protection of private property rights (bold added): 
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Land Use Element (bold added) 
Whenever non-residential uses are next to established or planned residential areas, special 
care must be taken to ensure privacy and to protect personal property. Residential buffering 
and transition techniques include increased setbacks, landscaping, restricted land uses, 
diversion of traffic, controlled noise or light, height limitations, and transitional land uses (e.g., 
offices, medium-high density residential uses).  Mixed-use areas can still provide a 
combination of housing and non-residential uses while respecting privacy and personal 
property rights. 

 
The Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) developed the concept of Ambient Lighting Zones to 
provide appropriate lighting design levels based on the context of the area.  On Scottsdale's Ambient 
Lighting Zones Map (DSPM Figure 2-1.1), Las Piedras is located within Ambient Lighting Zone E-2 
Estate/Rural Areas.  Of this zone, DSPM states: "Lighting levels are generally low; there is often an 
expectation in the neighborhoods that the lighting levels remain low."  Las Piedras is at the base of a 
small mountain located within Ambient Lighting Zone E-1 Intrinsically Dark Areas.  DSPM describes 
this zone as: "There is little nighttime activity and few outdoor lighting sources." 
 
We don't need the Ambient Lighting Zones Map to know our community is dark!  Las Piedras strictly 
adhered to lighting standards during its development.  We continue to preserve our darkness by, for 
example, prohibiting bistro, string and other hanging lights.  These efforts, combined with low 
ambient levels all around us, results in a very dark community which we value very highly.  In full and 
vehement agreement with DSPM's description of Ambient Lighting Zone E-2: We have an expectation 
that our lighting levels remain low. 
 
With respect to the Ambient Lighting Zones and lighting design, DSPM 2-1.209 states: 

A. Consider the characteristics of the adjacent land uses in all lighting designs. Maintain the 
existing ambient lighting level of adjacent residential areas. 

 
The project FAQs state: "All lights will be high efficiency 'full cut-off' fixtures which are designed to 
prevent light from spilling onto adjacent property."  Full cutoff fixtures prevent direct upward light.  
When installed properly, they emit zero luminous intensity at or above horizontal (i.e., at or above 
90° above nadir).  As such, full cutoff fixtures reduce sky glow.  Las Piedras fully supports the use of 
full cutoff fixtures. 
 
However, direct uplight is only one form of light pollution.  We are extremely concerned about glare 
and reflected uplight from below horizontal, i.e., between 0° - 90° above nadir.  Everyone has 
experienced brightly lit sport courts at night.  They are visible from far away in areas with far brighter 
ambient light levels than Las Piedras has.  Newer lighting technology certainly offers improved control 
over direct uplight and light spill, and we fervently support choosing the very best technology 
available.  But no technology can eliminate the light pollution that will travel from the park into Las 
Piedras. 
 
To reduce light pollution and protect our property rights, Las Piedras requests: 
§ The project adhere in the strictest fashion to all applicable City plans, ordinances, design 
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standards and design guidelines to preserve our dark sky and low ambient light level. 
§ Preparation of an Outdoor Lighting Mitigation Plan pursuant to DSPM 2-3.100.L. 
§ In addition to central control that shuts off sport court lighting at park closing, install on-site 

controls for each sport court.  The on-site controls should be manual "on" / automatic "off" (timer 
or vacancy sensor).  Such a control system will ensure lights are on only when a court is in use, 
reducing both light pollution and energy consumption. 

§ In no event, should the number of sport courts be increased, nor should sport courts be built any 
closer to Las Piedras than shown on the current proposed site plan. 

§ Park hours of 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
§ Allocation of a sufficient budget to lighting (design and system) to ensure the project meets and 

exceeds lighting standards for ESL and Ambient Lighting Zone E-2. 
§ Security level lighting: minimum number of fixtures, minimum height and minimum brightness. 
§ Any additional steps that must be taken to comply with DSPM 2-1.209.A ("Maintain the existing 

ambient lighting level of adjacent residential areas."). 
 
 

Park Hours 
 
What are the intended park hours? 
 
Generally, all city parks are to be open sunrise to 10:30 PM. 

Sec. 20-35. - Park hours; use. Hours for public use of all portions of city parks, including 
parking areas, shall be from sunrise until 10:30 p.m., unless authorized by permit issued by 
the city, or as otherwise provided by the general manager, pursuant to section 20-52 of this 
chapter. 

 
The City's Ashler Hills Park project website states the sport courts will close at 10:00 PM: 

• The lights will be centrally controlled and will have automatic timers to allow operation only 
from dusk until 10 p.m. 

• [Sport court] operating hours will be limited to dawn to 10 p.m. 
 
Las Piedras does not view operating hours of dawn to 10 PM as "limited." 
 
DSPM provides specific guidelines for Environmentally Sensitive Lands (ESL) areas such as ours: 

In the ESL areas of the city, parking lots, site lighting, and building mounted exterior lighting 
should be reduced to security levels at 10 p.m., or 1 hour after the close of business, whichever 
occurs later.   [2-1.208.A.10] 

 
Since a city park is not a business, we presume the Ashler Hills Park project website is correct and the 
lighting will be reduced to security levels by 10:00 PM.  Likewise, we presume the park will be closed 
by 10:00 PM. 
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Sunrise in Scottsdale ranges from 5:17 AM to 7:32 AM.  CivTech's Traffic Impact Statement predicts 
the park will generate "zero trips during the typical weekday AM peak hour" (7:45-8:45 AM).  Hence, 
there is no need to open the park at dawn. 
 
Las Piedras enjoys dark skies at night and a very low ambient noise level at all times, but especially 
from dusk to dawn.  (See "Dark Skies" and "Noise" sections.)  Early morning and nighttime park hours 
in particular would degrade the two most cherished aspects of our neighborhood: darkness and quiet. 
 
For these reasons and those detailed throughout this letter, Las Piedras requests park hours of 9 a.m. 
to 7 p.m. 
 
 

Traffic Burden 
 
Las Piedras residents will be affected by the park-generated traffic burden on 74th Way, on Ashler 
Hills Drive, and at the traffic signal at Scottsdale Road/Ashler Hills Drive.  The only route out of Las 
Piedras is 74th Way to Ashler Hills Drive to Scottsdale Road.  The only route in to Las Piedras is 
Scottsdale Road to Ashler Hills Drive to 74th Way.  The development around us is set; there is no 
possibility for an additional ingress/egress route in the future.  Moreover, Las Piedras residents must 
pass through the intersection at Scottsdale Road/Ashler Hills Drive to travel anywhere from our 
homes and back (except The Summit). 
 
The City has addressed traffic in the project FAQs as follows: 

Will the park increase neighborhood traffic? 
City of Scottsdale has completed a traffic impact study for the proposed project. The 
report prepared by CivTech Engineers concluded that the park will not significantly impact 
the existing traffic on the adjacent streets, including the intersection at Scottsdale Road.  

 
However, the CivTech Traffic Impact Statement dated May 21, 2021 ("CivTech TIS") indicates it is not 
a traffic impact study: 

This TIS is part of Floor Associates' application to the City requesting a rezoning of the project 
site. The purpose of this statement is to document the expected number of daily and peak 
hour trips generated by the site. CivTech does not expect this statement to be sufficient to 
serve [as] a Traffic Impact Study, which may be required later by the City for approval of the 
development. 
 

Furthermore, the CivTech TIS does not draw any conclusions regarding traffic impacts on "adjacent 
streets."  Instead, the statement presents conclusions only for the two "intersections" involved: a) 
the traffic signal at Scottsdale Road/Ashler Hills Drive and b) the site access.  
 
With respect to the intersection at Scottsdale Road/Ashler Hills Drive, CivTech concludes that during 
three peak hours (weekday 7:45-8:45 AM, weekday 4:00-5:00 PM and Saturday 11:15-12:15), the 
westbound approach (i.e., from Las Piedras) is currently operating at level of service (LOS) D.  Per 
Scottsdale's Transportation Action Plan 2021 and DSPM 5-1.801.B, LOS D is considered the minimum 
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acceptable level for signalized intersections.  CivTech concludes that the westbound level of service 
will not deteriorate with the addition of site generated (i.e., park) traffic. 
 
However, that conclusion is only as valid as the accuracy of CivTech's estimates.  CivTech estimates, 
without explanation, that the site will generate zero trips during the weekday AM peak hour (7:45-
8:45 AM).  This is at odds with the webpages for Thompson Peak, Horizon and Cholla parks which all 
state: "Mornings are typically the busiest time for pickleball play at [park name]." 
 
Furthermore, the CivTech TIS fails to consider the traffic to be generated by the development of APN 
216-51-100 and APN 216-51-003A.  Ashler Hills Drive/74th Way is approximately ¼-mile long between 
the eastern edge of The Summit and Las Piedras’ entrance.  Over that distance, the street ultimately 
will receive and carry traffic generated by four developments: Las Piedras, the park, APN 216-51-100 
and APN 216-51-003A.  A credible traffic volume study must include traffic from all four sources. 
 
DSPM recognizes the need to include that data (bold added): 

5-1.400.C.  Analysis of Future Conditions  
Future traffic demand estimates are developed by adding the estimated site generated 
traffic, all approved (or potential) development in the area, and current traffic volumes 
adjusted for general growth in the area.   

 
APN 216-51-100 has not been platted, so a firm unit count is not available.  However since traffic 
studies rely on assumptions, an assumption can be made that the developer will seek rezoning to a 
classification similar to surrounding properties.  Las Piedras is zoned R1-5; Solstice at Sevano is zoned 
R-4.  Thus, the resultant unit count could be in the range of 38 to 59 homes.  See Figures 4 (R1-5) and 
5 (R-4). 
 
APN 216-51-003A could be developed with APN 216-51-100 or separately.  The unit count for the 
003A parcel could be in the range of 27 to 43 homes, including the existing Empie House.  See Figures 
4 (R1-5) and 5 (R-4). 
 
Combined, these parcels could generate traffic from 65 to 102 homes. 
 
Finally, we note that the CivTech TIS does not include a safety analysis of the proposed site access.  
DSPM indicates safety shall be considered: 

5-1.700  ANALYSIS  
In addition to capacity analysis, several other transportation service-related factors shall be 
considered, including: 
A. Safety 
 
5-1.801  ESTABLISHMENT OF GOALS 
A. Study recommendations and conclusions are intended to provide safe and efficient 

movement of traffic to and from, within and past, the proposed development, while 
minimizing the impact to non-site trips. 
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In sum, the impacts of site-generated traffic have not been fully assessed.  Las Piedras requests 
further study including: 
§ analyses that take into account future traffic from development of APN 216-51-100 and APN 216-

51-003A 
§ safety of the proposed site access for drivers entering the park, exiting the park, and passing the 

site access in both directions 
§ evaluation of our suggested alternative site access location (see "Safety Issues at Park Entrance" 

section) 
 
 

Safety Issues at Park Entrance 
 

DSPM 5-3.123 INTERSECTIONS (bold added) 
 
To minimize conflicts and provide for anticipated traffic movements, each intersection must 
be evaluated based on individual characteristics and designed based on the following factors: 
… 
B. Physical factors such as topography, existing conditions, channelization requirements 
and available sight distance.  

 
Las Piedras notes that the CivTech TIS does not include a safety analysis of the current proposed park 
access ("proposed access").   See "Traffic Burden" section. 
 
At the park site, east-west Ashler Hills Drive turns to become north-south 74th Way.  The northeast 
portion of that long turn has the shortest radius of curvature; this sharp curve is a blind curve.  Figure 
6. 
 
The proposed access location is a safety issue because it is too close to the blind curve; drivers on 
either side of the blind curve cannot see each other.  More technically speaking, they do not have 
sufficient Stopping Sight Distance.  The Minimum Stopping Sight Distance is 155 feet and 200 feet at 
25 mph and 30 mph design speeds, respectively (DSPM Appendix 5-3A). 
 
These four examples illustrate the problem: 
o Driver A travelling N-E on Ashler Hills Drive and turning left into the park and Driver B travelling S-

W on 74th Way cannot see each other until Driver B comes around the blind curve.  At which point, 
Driver B is within 80 feet of the proposed access where oncoming Driver A is making a left turn 
across Driver B's travel lane.  Eighty feet is roughly half of the required Minimum Stopping Sight 
Distance at 25 mph design speed. 

o Driver C exiting the park via a left turn and Driver B travelling S-W on 74th Way cannot see each 
other until Driver B comes around the blind curve.  At which point, Driver B is within 80 feet of the 
proposed access where Driver C is making a left turn across Driver B's travel lane. 

o Driver D exiting the park via a right turn and Driver B travelling S-W on 74th Way cannot see each 
other until Driver B comes around the blind curve.  At which point, Driver B is within 80 feet of the 
proposed access where Driver D is turning into Driver B's travel lane. 
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o Driver E exiting the park to APN 216-51-003A and Driver B travelling S-W on 74th Way cannot see 
each other until Driver B comes around the blind curve.  At which point, Driver B is within 80 feet 
of the proposed access where Driver E is crossing Driver B's travel lane. 

 
Ashler Hills Drive/74th Way is the only ingress/egress for Las Piedras.  The same is true for the two 
parcels directly east of the park, APN 216-51-100 and APN 216-51-003A.  Ashler Hills Drive/74th Way 
is the only route between these parcels and Scottsdale Road.  Moreover, there is no possibility for an 
additional ingress/egress route for Las Piedras or these parcels in the future.  Accordingly, the safety 
and navigability of Ashler Hills Drive/74th Way is of paramount importance to us and no doubt to the 
future residents of APN 216-51-100 and APN 216-51-003A as well.  Accidents near the park access will 
at the very least impede traffic flow and may entirely shut down Ashler Hills Drive/74th Way – 
trapping residents and service providers inside or outside these neighborhoods. 
 
Of course, when APN 216-51-100 and APN 216-51-003A are subdivided and built out, Ashler Hills 
Drive/74th Way will carry more daily trips than it does today.  In the meantime, during buildout, there 
will be years of construction traffic.  To safely and efficiently accommodate the increased load on the 
only access road available to these parcels and Las Piedras, it is imperative the park access be safe. 
 
Accordingly, Las Piedras suggests an alternative location for the park access ("alternative access 
location").  See Figure 7.  This location is far superior for the following reasons: 
 
1. The alternative access location is further away from the blind curve and flanked on both sides by a 

longer, straighter section of road.  Both sections provide a Stopping Sight Distance that exceeds 
the required Minimum Stopping Sight Distance (155 feet and 200 feet at 25 mph and 30 mph 
design speeds, respectively).  Furthermore, unlike the proposed access, the alternative access 
location complies with the Minimum Tangent Approaching Intersection for a 25 mph street: a 100 
foot straight section of road in each direction (DSPM Appendix 5-3A).  In sum, the longer, 
straighter sections of road will allow drivers in all the scenarios described above (and others not 
described) to see each other from further away, resulting in fewer collisions. 

 
2. At the alternative access location, there is sufficient space to install a left turn lane into the park 

in the eastbound direction.  A left turn lane will a) increase safety, b) reduce collisions, and c) 
decrease impact on neighborhood traffic.  N-E bound neighborhood traffic will be able to drive 
past the park access without slowing or stopping. 

 
3. Between the western park boundary and Las Piedras, Ashler Hills Drive/74th Way has a single lane 

in each direction.  Accidents at the park access can shut down the street, trapping us in or out of 
our community.  Many Las Piedras residents have been here long enough to have experienced 
this during extreme flash flooding at Scottsdale Road.  Fewer accidents means fewer occurrences 
where our one and only access route is closed, preventing us from reaching or leaving our homes. 
 

4. Per General Plan 2035, Neighborhood Parks are intended to be "accessed mainly by pedestrians 
and bicycles."  Currently, the bicycle lanes on Ashler Hills Drive terminate west of the traffic 
calming circle.  Immediately east of the calming circle, the street is not wide enough to 
accommodate bicycle lanes.  In other words, the bicycle lanes do not extend to the proposed 
access.  However, the bicycle lanes will extend to the alternative access location. 
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The following General Plan 2035 policies support safe bicycle access to the park: 

B 3.1 Promote bicycle access from neighborhoods to schools, parks, recreational centers, 
and services. 

 

B 3.3 Minimize physical and regulatory barriers that would hinder improvements to 
bicycling. 

 

B 3.4 Work to reduce conflicts with vehicles, pedestrians, and other bicyclists by 
incorporating best practices for bicycles as a transportation mode in addition to a 
recreational activity. 

 

C 1.3 Reduce conflict points between various modes of travel, for example, where the paths 
of vehicles and bicycles, pedestrians, or equestrians, cross, diverge, or merge.  

 
DSPM provides for site plan review with respect to bicycle safety: 

5-1.704 SAFETY  
B. Pedestrians and Bicycles  
 The site plan should be reviewed to ensure that the … external access points are designed 

for pedestrian safety and to minimize vehicle/pedestrian conflicts. … These considerations 
should also be addressed for projects expected to generate significant bicycle traffic. 

 
In sum, Las Piedras requests the City consider our alternative access location. 
 
 

Too Many Parking Spaces 
 
The parking lot in the 1/24/18 Plan had 19 parking spaces.  The parking lot in the current proposed 
site plan has almost quadrupled to 70 spaces. 
 
The Zoning Ordinance specifies the number of parking spaces required for each use: 

Table 9.103.A. Schedule of Parking Requirements 
 Parks   Three (3) parking spaces for each acre of park area.  

 
Ashler Hills Park measures 15 acres.  Thus, only 45 spaces are required; 70 spaces represents a 56% 
excess.  (Even if Ashler Hills Park is 17 acres, only 51 spaces would be required; 70 spaces represents 
a 37% excess.) 
 
The Zoning Ordinance parking schedule does not distinguish between classifications of parks, but 
General Plan 2035 and the Community Services Division Master Plan do. 
 
Under General Plan 2035, parks of different classifications are accessed differently: 

Neighborhood Parks Accessed mainly by pedestrians and bicycles 
Community Parks Accessed mainly by automobiles and bicycles 
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Seventy parking spaces is an excessive number for a park that should be "accessed mainly by 
pedestrians and bicycles." 
 
In fact, a 70-space parking lot is in line with a Community Park, not a Neighborhood Park.  The 
Community Services Division Master Plan contrasts parking expectations for the two classifications: 

Neighborhood Parks Limited parking that is appropriate for neighborhood use 
Community Parks Sufficient to support optimal usage 

 
Because Neighborhood Parks are intended to have "limited parking" and be accessed "mainly by 
pedestrians and bicycles," it stands to reason that three parking spaces per acre is the absolute 
maximum number required for a Neighborhood Park. 
 
By any measure, seventy parking spaces is an excessive number for and incompatible with this 
Neighborhood Park. 
 
Moreover, CivTech did not determine 70 parking spaces were needed.  Rather, CivTech was told "the 
site will provide approximately 70 parking spaces."  Under "Conclusions," the CivTech TIS states: "… it 
was assumed that 70 parking spaces would be sufficient for the park."  CivTech did not consider 
whether fewer parking spaces would be sufficient. 
 
In addition, on the current proposed site plan, the number of parking spaces has grown in proportion 
to the number of sport courts.  Because the number of sport courts should be reduced, it follows that 
the number of parking spaces should be reduced proportionally. 
 
Finally, it is incompatible with Environmentally Sensitive Lands to pave virgin desert for an oversized 
parking lot.2  In a section unrelated to parks, the Zoning Ordinance cautions against this very 
situation: 

The city recognizes that strict application of the required parking standards or ratios may 
result in the provision of parking facilities of excessive size or numbers of parking spaces.  
This results in excessive pavement and impermeable surfaces …   [9.104.F.1] 

The excessive parking spaces proposed here should be eliminated. 
 
In sum, Las Piedras requests the City:  
§ Restore the number of parking spaces to that presented during the 2019 Bond outreach process. 
§ Alternatively, reduce parking spaces commensurate with a reduction in the number of sport 

courts. 
§ In no event, provide more spaces than indicated by Table 9.103.A of the Zoning Ordinance. 
§ Mitigate the parking lot's visual impact by lowering its elevation and generously planting trees 

around its perimeter.  (Locate the trees strategically to also provide shade over the parking 
spaces.) 

 
                                                        
2  For example, DSPM 2-2.500.B. Minimize scarring of the natural topography. 
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Miscellaneous 

 
Las Piedras requested project elevation drawings, or at least the proposed height of what is referred 
to on the project video as the "soaring" Pavilion.  The City responded that elevations and heights are 
not available.  We await a response as to the proposed height of the Pavilion as depicted in the four 
renderings and video on the project website.  We need this information to evaluate and comment 
upon the Pavilion. 
 
This park provides a prime opportunity to fully utilize the Greater Phoenix Green Infrastructure 
Handbook: Low Impact Development (LID) Details for Alternative Stormwater Management (2019) 
(www.scottsdaleaz.gov/design).  This Handbook was developed for the City of Scottsdale and ASU's 
Sustainable Cities Network under City of Scottsdale program management.  
 
Like our City's trailheads, the park should qualify for LEED Gold (or better) certification in line with 
Scottsdale's policy for all newly constructed public facilities. 
 
Provide water bottle filling stations at all water fountains.  Reasons: water conservation, reduced use 
of single-use plastic water bottles, reduced trash/recycling pickup from park, and public health (water 
fountains were closed during the COVID peak while bottle filling stations remained open). 
 
Artificial turf has many environmental disadvantages and is not aesthetically in keeping with the local 
context.  Instead, use a natural, drought-tolerant, non-traditional turf alternative for the artificial turf 
area. 
 
Provide both covered and uncovered picnic table options for use in all seasons.  Some covers could 
have slats oriented to provide both summer shade and winter sun. 
 
Twin the Bins – all trash containers should be paired with recycling containers so the opportunity to 
throw something away is matched with an equally convenient opportunity to recycle it. 
 
What's in a Name?  For many years, this park site was known as "Sevano Village Park."  The City now 
refers to it as "Ashler Hills Park."  SPARC would like to see it renamed "Scottsdale North Park," 
presumably with the intent that the park should serve a wider area and thus have even more 
pickleball courts.  Las Piedras does not support this name change.  As a Neighborhood Park, the park's 
name should have a connection to the neighborhood itself. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
This is very personal.  It's about our homes – in the most personal sense.  Many in our neighborhood 
feel their "nest" is threatened. 
 
It's also about our property values.  Since the bond election, we have already had residents sell their 
homes and leave Scottsdale because of this park.  Those decisions were made in response to a far less 
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opprobrious site plan than the one currently before us.  Many more homes will likely go up for sale if 
our concerns are not addressed. 
 
So, we ask the City – our City – to take our concerns to heart.  We ask for answers to our questions.  
We ask for a seat at the table.  It appears SPARC already has a seat at the table.  We, as adjacent 
property owners, ask for at least the same opportunity as this process moves forward. 
 
Thank you, 
 
The Undersigned Residents and Property Owners of Las Piedras at Sevano Village 
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Owners Name Site Address Zip Code
MONROE W SHUMATE REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 6954 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
HAGEN KENNETH P/JOAN J 7123 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
PETERSEN DAVID/KAREN 7099 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
SHWARTZ LOUISE S/LARRY T TR 7003 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
ORISCHAK MARGARET SUE/LAURENCE J 6981 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
CARLETON JOHN G/DEBRA S 7407 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
GREEN ROBERT/SARAH A 7084 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32409 N SCOTTSDALE RD STE 103 85266
MARK HANCOCK DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 7752 E LAZY J RD 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 111 85266
LARKIN BARBARA A TR 32944 N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7284 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
ZOLAN JENNIFER R 32857 N 74TH WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 69TH ST 85266
DVORAK & ASSOCIATES LLC 7116 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7305 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
JACK LISA E/WILLHITE COLLEEN R 6859 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
SCOTTSDALE CITY OF N 68TH ST 85266
OTTESEN CAROLYN J TR 7281 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
MCDONNELL JOCELYN TR 6976 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7259 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SLAKER JAMES C/CAROL J 32781 N 68TH PL 85266
ROBERTS FAMILY LIVING TRUST 6979 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
SHAPIRO HOWARD S/NANCY G 6947 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 115 85266
JASTRZAB ROBERT J/REGINA S 7564 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
PATTON NEELEY LEAVER AND ELIZABETH MURPHY LEAVE    32913 N 68TH PL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
TANDET BRUCE/SUSAN 6935 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WILBON MICHAEL R/WATKINS SHERYL A 7440 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7283 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
LANKAU JOE/MARTINSON RONNA 7538 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32200 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
DAD DLR TRUST 7598 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
JAMES WILLIAM AND MELODY SUSAN MASON 2016 TR 7256 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
KIEFER CYNTHIA L 32688 N 70TH ST 85266
DARLENE M LUNDIN REVOCABLE TRUST 32854 N 71ST ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
PAZOL JAMES L/ROBERTA M 6930 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
ANDREA KAY CLEMENT LIVING TRUST 6936 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
LOCATI THOMAS 32929 N 74TH WY 85266
ML JONES LIVING TRUST 7233 E AURORA 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7286 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7281 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
HESS KRISTIN A 6968 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
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DOCUMENT HOLDINGS LLC 6931 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
BAZAL FAMILY LIVING TRUST 32952 N 70TH ST 85266
WINSOR JOHN/LINDA 7127 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7220 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
MISHRA PURNA C/PRANATI 7147 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
3508 CLAIRE LLC 7117 E GLORIA LN 85266
BLACK MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
JENSEN DOUGLAS VANCE/APRIL FALKIN 6991 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32551 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 7 85266
GREY CROW FARM TRUST 7105 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
DEBORAH A TOOTALIAN SANFORD 2003 FAM TR/MARK S        6949 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
CRAWFORD FREDERICK D/LENETTE M 6923 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
LEE BRIAN G/LEE NETA J 7151 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 68TH PL 85266
FEHRMAN FAMILY LIVING TRUST 7399 E SONORAN TR 85266
MARLENE JARVIS LIVING TRUST 7025 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
FOSTER KRISTY S TR 32795 N 70TH ST 85266
MITRA UDAYAN/GULDEN JANE MARIE 7217 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
BUNNETT WILLIAM/DICKENS GIBANN 7627 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32859 N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7216 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
HOCHEVAR JEROME L/LINDA L 7121 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
ISAAK DONALD/RUTH 7409 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
STANLEY ANDREW J/DIANA 6960 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
ATWATER DAVID B/GRACE S L 6975 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
MATTSON WILLIAM WHITTLE/TERI OWEN TR 7147 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
BURKE FRANCES L TR 32836 N 71ST ST 85266
GROCHOWSKI ARTHUR J/MARSHA J TR N 71ST ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
KENNETH A LAVER AND LYNN B LAVER REVOCABLE TRUS 7007 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
MCPARLAND TODD M/CYNTHIA TR 7051 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
CHARLES J MADIGAN REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 7092 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
CARLSON WILLIAM D/FRANCES M 6983 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 111 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 70TH ST 85266
32764 NORTH 69TH LLC 32764 N 69TH ST 85266
BETSY J ROBINSON REVOCABLE TRUST 32015 N 73RD PL 85266
REJ 1 TRUST 7108 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
HOFFMAN JOEL C/LAURA Z 32839 N 74TH WY 85266
SUTTER PATRICIA F 32640 N 70TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
HILDENBRAND TROY/CATHERINE 31651 N 71ST ST 85266
MILER GREGORY J/LAURA M 7268 E SONORAN TR 85266
PATRICK M CONLIN REVOCABLE TRUST 7408 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
TATUM STEPHEN E REV TR 7352 E SONORAN TR 85266
PRESANT KENNETH D/LOCK E-VAN 32146 N 73RD PL 85266
JOY BARBARA A TR 6923 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
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MAXSON DON/KATHERINE 6931 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
CHURCH JOHN L 32763 N 70TH ST 85266
NELSON JOHN/GAIL 7274 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
LOIS E LAZZARO TRUST 32158 N 73RD PL 85266
GUILMETTE V RICHARD/MARY ANN 6922 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC/SCOTTSDAL     N 73RD WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
JHJ/CMB TRUST 7422 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
ENGLAND ABBOTT ARIZONA TRUST 7852 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
BERNER MICHAEL N/RANDI L 7289 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
HANKINS JILL 33012 N 68TH WY 85266
WILKINS JANET E 6944 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
FURUKAWA REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 6883 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
BLUM JUDY N 6955 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
MARCHEWKA MOLINA TRUST 32843 N 70TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32633 N SCOTTSDALE RD OFC 107 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 101 85266
MONTGOMERY FRANK H/MARY M TR 32742 N 68TH PL 85266
BARRY A BLOMQUIST AND EVA C DAHL REV TRUST 7981 E SOARING EAGLE WY 85266
RICKARD FAMILY TRUST 7008 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32784 N 70TH ST 85266
HOGLUND JAMES/RUTH 7176 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
JOHNSTON KENNETH R 7456 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
KINICKI FAMILY TRUST 7337 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
DONAHOE THOMAS K/LYONS TRACY A 6948 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
MILLER MARK/TREBY A 7327 E SONORAN TR 85266
WETHERELL FAMILY TRUST 7526 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32931 N 73RD WY 85266
EVANS DAVID/CHRISTINE 7006 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
LYONS WAYNE P/SUSAN M 32900 N 69TH ST 85266
MCDONALD RACHEL J 7244 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7293 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
BLOCH FAMILY TRUST 7486 E SONORAN TR 85266
ANDERSON JOSEPH/CHERYL L 7072 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 109 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7271 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
2002 SUSAN M LINDHOLM TRUST 32785 N 74TH WY 85266
RMC TRUST I 6912 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
JAVELINA WICHITA LLC 32122 N 73RD PL 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32437 N 69TH WY 85266
STARZYK LIVING TRUST 32827 N 70TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7235 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
GREENE KELLIE 7215 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
MCCRONE DENNIS M/CAROL F 32620 N 71ST ST 85266
LOREE ELLEN MCMANUS FAMILY TRUST 32664 N 70TH ST 85266
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K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7239 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
DONNA JEANNE WHITLEY TRUST 7039 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
THORNTON FAMILY TRUST 7527 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
LINDSTROM JOHN R/ANN H TR 32494 N 68TH PL 85266
WILLIAMS FAMILY TRUST 6918 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WILBERT BRIAN/TARA 7226 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
CAMPANA LIVING TRUST 32907 N 70TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP  N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
EMINAY PROPERTY TRUST 32821 N 74TH WY 85266
SCARANO GIOVANNI RICARDO JR/NICHOLAS JAMES/GINA 7080 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
FOOTHILL INVESTMENT CORP E GLORIA LN 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
CYNTHIA L KORTE REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 6835 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32400 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
KADZIELAWSKI PETER A/ALEKSANDRA 32427 N 71ST WY 85266
SCOTTSDALE CITY OF N 74TH WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7274 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 101 85266
STANOJLOVIC KATHLEEN K 7117 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32816 N 73RD WY 85266
FISHER TIMOTHY K 31624 N 69TH ST 85266
STROHEKER NUEL G JR/JEAN C 7232 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
BELOTE BETSY TR 7273 E AURORA 85266
MOIRA LYNN TRUST 7210 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
JOHNSON BEVERLY G 6924 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
MYSLIWIEC LIVING TRUST 7292 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
JOHN B LOOMIS FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 7227 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32100 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
STUDHALTER STEVE E/KIMBERLY JOAN 7471 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
MACKAY DOUGLAS BRUCE/PEGGY E 7326 E SONORAN TR 85266
DOERING BRUCE C/LAURELLE D TR 7298 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
LEVINE FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 6971 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32840 N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7250 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
GIOFFRE JOSEPH 32110 N 73RD PL 85266
ROBBINS LIVING TRUST 7598 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
STONEBERGER RICHARD/LYNN 6984 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
DYER ANDREAS BRUNO 32472 N 68TH PL 85266
SCHELL CHRISTOPHER S/LIESE-SCHELL ANNE M 32835 N 70TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32607 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 1 STE 103 85266
VORPAHL THOMAS EUGENE/CONSTANCE JO 32879 N 74TH WY 85266
RAMAKRISHNAN SUDHIR/KRISHNA B 7472 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
WITTSTRUCK DARYL H/PATRICIA J 7286 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
MILLS CATHERINE A 6935 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32607 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 1 STE 107 85266
MURPHY LIVING TRUST 31633 N 69TH ST 85266
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KLIMBACK LIVING TRUST 32402 N 68TH WY 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7142 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
JENKINS EDWIN D/CAROLYN 32883 N 70TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7232 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7277 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
T JANE SCHUMANN FAMILY LIVING TRUST 7252 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32753 N 69TH ST 85266
GEERNAERT REVOCABLE TRUST/KERZER REV TRUST 32884 N 69TH ST 85266
GOOSMANN WILLIAM F III/DAVIS GAYLE C 6942 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32588 N 68TH PL 85266
SATHERS LEONARD W/LINNELL L LIVING TRUST 7284 E AURORA 85266
BERRYMAN SCOT F/FRANCINE M 32109 N 73RD ST 85266
SANBORN STEVEN E/EILEEN F 7581 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SCOTT 69 LLC 31990 N 69TH ST 85266
ALEXANDER LIVING TRUST 32032 N 69TH ST 85266
CARLSON LIVING TRUST 32852 N 68TH PL 85266
LONE-MT VENTURE LLC N 71ST ST 85266
ENGLAND GLENN J/PATRICIA A/SCOTT/CHAD 6936 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
E-HOUSE AZ LLC  N 74TH WY 85266
RUGEL GARY A/DENA M 32649 N 68TH PL 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32380 N 68TH PL 85266
BRAEGER ALFRED ARTHUR 7191 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
KATHRYN J RIETH FAMILY LIVING TRUST 32449 N 71ST WY 85266
HEIMER BYPASS TRUST E RANCH RD 85266
MOJO LLC 32027 N 73RD PL 85266
DUNLAP KEITH D/KAREN J 6928 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
VICTORIA L FESSANT FESSANT LIVING TRUST 6991 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32409 N SCOTTSDALE RD STE 101 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32729 N 73RD WY 85266
MARVIN LUKE/WECKESSER DEBORAH 32446 N 68TH WY 85266
ROMANO SALVATORE N/BONNIE G 7250 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
MURPHY TROY/KIRA 32707 N 70TH ST 85266
BELLEN MANFRED/ELKE 7439 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32888 N 73RD WY 85266
TF DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS LLC N HAYDEN RD 85266
DOUBLE G REAL ESTATE LLC 32605 N 68TH PL 85266
ANDERSON LAWRENCE TRUST 7221 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
DAVID R MAASS AND JACQUELYN E MAASS REV TRUST 32217 N 71ST PL 85266
KUTOFF MICHAEL A/FRANCINE G 32671 N 68TH PL 85266
MEYER DANNY R 6930 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
GORDON M HAWKINS REVOCABLE TRUST 6978 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
BURWASH DAVID/CHERYL 6942 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
CAMA THOMAS M 32471 N 71ST WY 85266
RITT LIVING TRUST 7080 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
HORNER DANIEL B/SHARON A 7091 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
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GULOTTA VINCENT T/BARBARA ANN 7123 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
TRUONG MUOI/LA LE VAN E GLORIA LN 85266
OLARI CORNELIU 7254 E SONORAN TR 85266
LEPORE JOHN THOMAS/TORRES GAIL C 6939 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
HENDERSON GAYLE L 6967 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 7232 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32985 N 73RD WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32875 N 73RD WY 85266
EWERS SCOTT R/MARY S TR 32771 N 70TH ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
LARSON CHRIS/LOANN 32134 N 73RD PL 85266
LIEBRECHT CLAUDIA 7096 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32867 N 70TH ST 85266
WHITE BARRY L 32698 N 68TH PL 85266
DAHL GARY A/BONNIE J 32627 N 70TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7276 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
KLOCKE FAMILY TRUST 7551 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32600 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
2006 VICKI I DANIEL LIVING TRUST 32860 N 69TH ST 85266
POWELL CONSTANCE S TR 7146 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E LEANING ROCK RD 85266
GARAY FAMILY TRUST 7060 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7233 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
ARENA VINCENT/BARARA 32627 N 68TH PL 85266
WEAVER FAMILY TRUST 7136 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7289 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
NASH 2016 TRUST 6907 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WATSON DAVID B/CAMI M 7262 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
EVENING GLOW LLC 32674 N 71ST ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
NASO THOMAS/JODI 7270 E AURORA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7038 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
GUSHUE RICHARD/SHIRLEY 6917 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
SIMONSON LIVING TRUST 31655 N 68TH ST 85331
FOOTHILL INVESTMENT CORP E RANCH RD 85266
BENKA BEVERLY A 32828 N 69TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7269 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
MADDIX JASON EDWARD/TAMARA SUE 7257 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
MALONE JENNIFER E IACOVELLI 7575 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
DAVID AND PATRICIA GORMAN REVOCABLE TRUST 32749 N 74TH WY 85266
JAN DLUGOSZ LIVING TRUST 7035 E RANCH RD 85266
JONES LARRY L/JUDITH A 7075 E RANCH RD 85266
GAIL M MUNSELL REVOCABLE TRUST 7462 E SONORAN TR 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32607 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 1 STE 105 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32711 N 73RD WY 85266
KELLY MICHAEL P/MYRNA C TR 7953 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
RUBLE RICHARD D/MARY J 32692 N 71ST ST 85266
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TPH TRUST 32672 N 70TH ST 85266
GRANTHAM FAMILY TRUST 32793 N 69TH ST 85266
CANDEO SCHOOLS INC E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7291 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
LAS PIEDRAS AT SEVANO VILLAGE HOA INC N 74TH WY 85266
MARSHALL AND ERIN GERSTON FAMILY TRUST 6990 E RANCH RD 85266
D & V SAUCIER TRUST 32691 N 70TH ST 85266
SEARLE FAMILY TRUST 7234 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32409 N SCOTTSDALE RD STE 107 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
HAUGEN KEVIN M/SARA L 7136 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
PIERCE GAIL TR 7002 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
BROMAN FAMILY TRUST 6946 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
MICHAEL RUXIN AND SONYA LEVINE LIVING TRUST 7245 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
ZABRISKI JOSEPH C/DOLORES 7195 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WILLIAMS DARIN/TULISSI MICHELLE P 32651 N 70TH ST 85266
MONTES EDGAR O/CYNTHIA L 7398 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
BEER BARNEY C/NATALIE C 7252 E AURORA 85266
WENDLING PAUL D 32026 N 73RD PL 85266
WHITTINGTON THOMAS/ASHLEY 32087 N 73RD PL 85266
GARY B BERTONI AND KATHERINE M AVERY JOINT LIVING 7026 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32584 N 71ST ST 85266
HS-JC FINANCE COMPANY LLC 7241 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7229 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7256 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32441 N 69TH WY 85266
ESTEVES FERNANDO /PAULA TR 7378 E SONORAN TR 85266
COLLINS NATALIE/GIBBS CHARLES 7413 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
DOERING DENNIS H/PATRICIA 32683 N 70TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 105 85266
SANDOVAL VALERIOR 7258 E AURORA 85266
NOACK LEONARD A/NANCY C 6995 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
JEFFREY S HAEHN TRUST/MEILAN L HAEHN TRUST 7538 E CAMINO PUESTA DEL SOL 85266
BOOTH TERRY 7489 E SONORAN TR 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32720 N 70TH ST 85266
STEVEN J BENNETT 2008 REVOCABLE TRUST 7164 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32728 N 73RD WY 85266
VOSSLER JOANNE A/ALBERT E/MICHAEL J/HEIDI B 32825 N 68TH PL 85266
MILLER LINDA M/JONATHAN D 7225 E AURORA 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 101 85266
SHEPARD STEPHEN C/KRISTIN M 6894 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
RODARTE CESAR M/IRASEMA TR 7299 E SONORAN TR 85266
STAHL MARLIN G/REBECCA A 7233 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
FORSTIE DOUGLAS A/SHARON A TR 6925 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
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K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC/SCOTTSDAL    0 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32819 N 73RD WY 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
CRAMER WAYNE K 7122 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WHITE HEIDI L/GLEE ANN 32876 N 69TH ST 85266
WHITESIDE-JONES REVOCABLE TRUST 7993 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
RITA ARAGONA TR 7425 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7252 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
HELFRICHT LIVING TRUST 32990 N 68TH WY 85266
ROUDEBUSH FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 7297 E AURORA 85266
MY PROPS LLC E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
KS WOLFE TRUST 32811 N 70TH ST 85266
NELSON GREGORY PAUL/LISA ANN 7139 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
HERTI PROCKL COMISKEY FAMILY LIVING TRUST 6847 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
DAVID R DANIELS AND MECHEL GALLAWY FAMILY TRU 32724 N 69TH ST 85266
RITCHIE GLEN PAUL/JENNIFER MARY ANN 32659 N 70TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 68TH PL 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32851 N 70TH ST 85266
STEINMAN TRUST 6947 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
TF DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS LLC N HAYDEN RD 85266
MICHAEL A BRIERE 2013 DECLARATION OF TRUST 6902 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
GREENBERGER ROBERT A/SUSAN B TR 7678 E LAZY J RD 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 115 85266
HUMMEL MONICA/KLUSSMAN JAMES 32908 N 71ST ST 85266
WALKER ROBERT E/MARY T CO-TR 33007 N 68TH WY 85266
BIGLER GILLIAN J 7128 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
CYRAN FREDRICK M 6923 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WHEELER SUSAN W TR/WHEELER JEFFREY F 7019 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
JOHNSON LESTER/SHELLEY 7111 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
RATOSKEY RONALD S/KRARAS MELISSA E 32939 N 70TH ST 85266
LEVIN JOEL/LINDSEY-LEVIN SHEILA J 7181 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
MULLER DAVID S N 70TH ST 85266
HALL JUDITH A 32979 N 68TH PL 85266
OZAWA SPENCER TR 7952 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
TARGET CORPORATION  E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
GRASSO ARTHUR D TR 7353 E SONORAN TR 85266
DAVIS STEVEN O/TAUNYA L 7720 E LAZY J RD 85266
LUND DARYL D/NORMA JEAN 7024 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
TUMOLO DANIEL V/CAMILLE M TR 7056 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
ELLIS JAMES E/ANN M 6954 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
BURKE JAMES O/SONIA L 6934 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
GROSS RICHARD/BRINDAMOUR CAOILIN 7110 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32967 N 73RD WY 85266
BANDON DUNES TRUST 7264 E AURORA 85266
STEVEN AND LESLIE MEISNER LIVING TRUST 7275 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
STEINBORN DANIEL L/SUSAN K 7974 E SOARING EAGLE WY 85266
MICHAEL JOSEPH E/MARGARET R 7131 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
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K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32944 N 73RD WY 85266
KATE B SCHEER TRUST 7568 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
RILEY TIMOTHY/LISA 6950 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32517 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
LOMBARDO ANDREW J 7169 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
SUMMERS J O MARC/MARILYN S 6915 E RANCH RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32905 N 69TH ST 85266
HITCHCOCK LESLIE WHITMAN/JANET SLIGAR TR 32728 N 71ST ST 85266
GEGLER EUGENE S/MARY D 32812 N 69TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32527 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 2 STE 101 85266
LEWANSKI MARK A 31611 N 69TH ST 85266
PAUL H HART REVOCABLE TRUST/JOANNE D HART REV 6887 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
KRAFT ROSE/LAWRENCE 32788 N 69TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7253 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
PBG TRUST I 32911 N 74TH WY 85266
STAAB LAWRENCE E/MACKEY CYNTHIA L 32767 N 74TH WY 85266
PECK PAMELA S TR 7527 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7043 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7259 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
FINNERTY PATRICK/CRAIG VICTORIA SUE 32676 N 68TH PL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
FAMILY FUN TRUST 6925 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
WOLFF BRUCE/SHARON A 6941 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
CANDEO SCHOOLS INC E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7279 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
HINES FRED H/DIANA L TR 7487 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32500 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
FLORENCE DOREEN 32785 N 69TH ST 85266
DOMINO JOSEPH S/SHERRY F 7238 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7301 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
BOWEN MARK/DENISE 32746 N 71ST ST 85266
BONN CARL WILLIAM & GERTRUDE 6830 E RANCH RD 85266
LOUIS J AND SUSAN GALLO LIVING TRUST 6899 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
CHRISTIE L SWANSON LIVING TRUST 32619 N 70TH ST 85266
SURVIVORS TRUST 32780 N 69TH ST 85266
WHISPER ROCK LP 7414 E SONORAN TR 85266
JAMES J GASPAR LIVING TRUST 32159 N 73RD PL 85266
DANIEL R POLLACK INSURANCE TRUST/NANCY L POLLACK  7127 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
SHAPIRO ILENE W 32602 N 71ST ST 85266
PAUL P CIRIELLO AND CAROLYN A CIRIELLO TRUST 6911 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TBD GLENN EAGLES LLC 7499 E SONORAN TR 85266
GRAFT MARIA 7063 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
JUDGE THOMAS JOHN/JUDITH ANN 7246 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
LOMBARDI DONNA T 31635 N 70TH ST 85266
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WHITTIE JENNIFER J/GARY A 32748 N 69TH ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
BLACK MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32687 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
GRAUNKE THOMAS R/KIMBERLY A 7450 E SONORAN TR 85266
KASSEN DAVID/SHEILA 7789 E LAZY J RD 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7277 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
PETER M MCFADDEN REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 6965 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 110 85266
RICHARD O PHILLIPS TRUST/BARBARA E PHILLIPS TRUST 6832 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
SHERRI STEINHAUER TRUST 6816 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
HILLEN WILLIAM D JR/EMILIA L 7254 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
TAYLOR FAMILY TRUST 32764 N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7226 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32998 N 71ST ST 85266
LAS PIEDRAS AT SEVANO VILLAGE HOA INC N 74TH WY 85266
LEWIS FAMILY TRUST 32818 N 71ST ST 85266
KUECHLE REVOCABLE TRUST 7423 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7289 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
ST CLAIR ALLEN JAY/PATRICIA SHANNON 32874 N 68TH PL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
MICHAEL J CRUM TRUST 7296 E AURORA 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 115 85266
BROWN JEFFREY B 32732 N 69TH ST 85266
BLACK LISA 7636 E LAZY J RD 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32409 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
YU FAMILY 2020 TRUST 7557 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
TATEYAMA BETTY J TR 32648 N 70TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32780 N 73RD WY 85266
MALDONADO KEVIN/HEATHER 6843 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
MALDONADO ALEX/HEIDI 6859 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
BROWN KEVIN L/DEBORAH L 6919 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
32808 LLC 32808 N 68TH PL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
WILLE DEBRA M TR 32747 N 70TH ST 85266
ROTHKOPF SAUL S/MARY C 7129 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
SITES JEFFREY P/JULIE 7438 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32765 N 73RD WY 85266
E-HOUSE AZ LLC 32227 N 74TH WY 85266
SHANK JAN L/WINANS DAWN R 6813 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
ROTH GREGORY K/CATHERINE JEAN TR 7210 E AURORA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32700 N 71ST ST 85266
NOEL JOHN C/JANICE M TR 7152 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
V MICHAEL AND MARY DEANGELIS 1995 TRUST 6966 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
KEPP KEVIN 7379 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
HEXTRUM RICHARD W/JEANNINE 7020 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
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PERRY STEPHANIE L 7138 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
PENA YOLANDA C/ORO NORBERT CASTEL DE 7152 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
PALMQUIST MARK L/SHELLEY 7414 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
DANA WILLIAM/LESLIE/RANDALL/MEGHAN/MALLARY/DY  6945 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
LESLIEANNE D HARTMAN REVOCABLE TRUST 6926 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
NOTTINGHAM JUDITH K TR 7140 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES LLC 7298 E SONORAN TR 85266
SCOTT L PRANGER TRUST 7426 E SONORAN TR 85266
CREWS BRADLEY C/ANITA 7249 E AURORA 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD ST 85266
RANDALL L INMAN LIVING TRUST 6957 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32331 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 11 85266
FORD CRAIG L/KARYN 7209 E AURORA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 6959 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32825 N 69TH ST 85266
DRETSKE ROBERT F/LAUREL LYNN 6960 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
SLATE JOSEPH LAWRENCE/PAMELA DEE 6835 E RANCH RD 85266
BURKHART WILLIAM R/THERESA A 7593 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
DAVID M DOAK TRUST 32856 N 74TH WY 85266
QUALITY FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS LLC 7326 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
CREEKMAN FAMILY TRUST 32923 N 70TH ST 85266
KOHN TIM/JEANNIE 7441 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
DAVID AND CAROL DICKEY REVOCABLE TRUST 6966 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
BRUNEAU DAVID H/CHRYSTINA 7116 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32515 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
TARGET CORPORATION  N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32432 N 71ST WY 85266
ADAMS MONICA/COOK CAROLYN E 7075 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7253 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
MATUSZ CRAIG A/JENNIFER A 7007 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32832 N 70TH ST 85266
SCOTT M VOYLES TRUST 6984 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32351 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 9 85266
LISE LEMKE REVOCABLE TRUST 7143 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
PAOLETTI FAMILY TRUST 32874 N 74TH WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7297 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
ROBERT E LIVINGSTON REVOCABLE TRUST 32635 N 70TH ST 85266
PEDDIE THOMAS C/MARGUERITE J 33023 N 68TH PL 85266
VLASSOPOULOS ELAINE GIVNER/PETER 6970 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WRIGHT GARY C/HAZEN PAMELA K 6933 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
REXINGER-ALEXANDER LIVING TRUST 7240 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7247 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
LAMB RAE 7162 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32300 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
SOLSTICE JAYHAWK PARTNERS 7280 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
CHRISTIANSEN LEROY/JUDY 32233 N 71ST PL 85266
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SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
MARILYN A WARD REVOCABLE TRUST 7578 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
MICKELSON PHILIP/AMY 7752 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E LAZY J RD 85266
NEUBER GRANT/GOEDEMONDT ANDREA 7103 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32607 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 1 STE 104 85266
JOHNSON DANIEL LEE/CAROL LYNN 7132 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TURNER FAMILY TRUST 32713 N 74TH WY 85266
ANDERSON MELVIN P/BLAK SALLY ANN 6864 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WILLIAMS ANDRES L/WINSTON KIMBERLY S 7222 E AURORA 85266
LINDA M FOGO REVOCABLE TRUST/VIVIAN ELLIS REVOCA  6996 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 107 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32800 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
DONALD E AND DOROTHY RAE WHITEAKER FAMILY TRUS32924 N 69TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32538 N 68TH PL 85266
ARIZONA BANK & TRUST N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
HUCKINS F D/SARAH M TR 6876 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
VAN NORMAN JOHN D/ANN M TR 32935 N 68TH PL 85266
FISHER TIMOTHY K N 69TH ST 85266
KELLEY HEATHER F/JOSEPH 7223 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
STEWART JOANN B 7193 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
RICHARD BARUCH REVOCABLE TRUST 32931 N 70TH ST 85266
MOHR FAMILY TRUST 6918 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
BREZA KIMBERLY A 7233 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 117 85266
KANARISH SHELBY H/SHEILA J 7424 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
Null E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
GROCHOWSKI ALAN P 31686 N 71ST ST 85266
KENNEDY KENNETH/LYNDA 32980 N 71ST ST 85266
LEONARD ARIZONA TRUST 7475 E SONORAN TR 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N HAYDEN RD 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD ST 85266
MCCAHILL ROBERT T/GLORIA J 32847 N 68TH PL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
SANDS ARTHUR W JR/SUSAN J 32892 N 69TH ST 85266
LAS PIEDRAS AT SEVANO VILLAGE HOA INC N 74TH WY 85266
MARINACCIO ANTHONY J/CORDOVA AARON M 7279 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
COMBS STEVEN/JUDITH M 6990 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
GREENFIELD MARK S 7111 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7278 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
GOODE STEPHEN T/MARTHA K 7533 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7285 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
PATEL MANISH K 7245 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
IRONWOOD RETREAT L L C N 71ST PL 85266
LYLES RODNEY/HARMON-LYLES DEANNA M 32836 N 69TH ST 85266
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WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32621 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
K2 FAMILY TRUST 7379 E SONORAN TR 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32337 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 10 85266
JACOBBERGER JOSEPH/SHELLEY 32890 N 71ST ST 85266
REYES ERLITA 32405 N 71ST WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32855 N 73RD WY 85266
SPIECZNY LIVING TRUST 7251 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
PAYNE LIVING TRUST 7798 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7193 E DOVE VALLEY RD 85266
TERRAVITA PROPERTY TRUST 32755 N 70TH ST 85266
MASSO RANDALL L/CLAYTON SUSAN 32820 N 69TH ST 85266
LPG INVESTMENTS LLC 32699 N 70TH ST 85266
ROTH GREGORY M/SHARON K 32926 N 71ST ST 85266
DAVIS ELLIE ANN 7244 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
BRYCE POTTER TRUST/JANE POTTER TRUST 7120 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
CLARK AND GRACE LUSK FAMILY TRUST 6938 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7238 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
MCNEILL LIVING TRUST 7151 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32798 N 73RD WY 85266
RHOADS RICHARD R/KAREN TR 32803 N 74TH WY 85266
LONE-MT VENTURE LLC E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32747 N 73RD WY 85266
MARA CALVIN J 7241 E AURORA 85266
LIZANDY LLC 7262 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
KIM STEVEN Y/INSEONG J 7498 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
THOMAS GARY WBEVERLY A 7104 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WELKER KENNETH 32656 N 71ST ST 85266
E-HOUSE AZ LLC  N 74TH WY 85266
BITTNER LIVING TRUST 7262 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
FRENCH CHRISTOPHER M/MONACO-FRENCH C DEL 7067 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
WEDIN JEFF THOMAS/ANNETTE 32454 N 71ST WY 85266
TARGET CORPORATION  N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32906 N 73RD WY 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD ST 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES LLC 7700 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
ALEXANDER JAY H/LYNDA 7055 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 110 85266
BECHTEL RICHARD T/ANDREA D 32720 N 68TH PL 85266
MOORE TROY M 31661 N 71ST ST 85266
FRANCINI JOSEPH A/ANNE E 7438 E SONORAN TR 85266
CAVE MICHAEL/MELISSA 7552 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
HAFER FAMILY LIVING TRUST 7658 E LAZY J RD 85266
DOBSON LINDA CHERYL 32097 N 73RD ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 33016 N 71ST ST 85266
SCHNEIDER-BARR COMMUNITY PROPERTY TRUST 32782 N 71ST ST 85266
LAMOREAUX JACQUELINE R 6875 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
MICHAEL P MOORE TRUST 7678 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
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SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION  E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
AURORA RANCH INVESTMENTS LLC 7290 E AURORA 85266
TICHACEK RICHARD 7015 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
BURGESS WARREN W/JORDAN JOYCE C 7168 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
HARNOIS DAVID A/SUSAN M 32731 N 74TH WY 85266
TF DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS LLC N HAYDEN RD 85266
MATSUMURA YASUKO/KING DOUGLAS J 32944 N 70TH ST 85266
DAHL GEORGE C/ANNA 7186 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
LUSTGARTEN HAROLD A/LISA A 7363 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
KJOS FAMILY TRUST 7031 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32891 N 70TH ST 85266
KNOWLES CHRISTINE 7114 E GLORIA LN 85266
LOUGHEED ROBERT RAYMOND/WEATHERBIE MARY JAN 32739 N 70TH ST 85266
ASHER WILLIAM RUSSELL/MARCIA NOROFF TR 32830 N 68TH PL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
CHERNER MARLA/LARRY 7147 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
IHSAN H AWAN AND JUDY LYNN AWAN REVOCABLE TRUS7159 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32980 N HAYDEN RD 85266
WHISPER ROCK INVESTMENTS LLC 7592 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
PENA ELENITSA P 7276 E AURORA 85266
TILTON DANIEL W/BETSY 7281 E AURORA 85266
ROSEN MURRAY/MICHELE 7299 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
FALLONE GARY/ROBIN 7222 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 105 85266
DEWALD TERRY D 7192 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
ELLIS MICHAEL J 31937 N 71ST ST 85266
LORENZ TODD R 32123 N 73RD PL 85266
KELLEY FAMILY TRUST 7553 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
SWEET DANIEL R 6952 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 103 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32543 N 68TH PL 85266
DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENT MANAGED CAPITAL GROUP LP7457 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
JENNINGS LEE ANN 6980 E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
GITOMER JAMES J/SHELLEY B 7119 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
KAREN GAFFNEY LIVING TRUST 6927 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
GIG INVESTMENTS LLC 32712 N 70TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7265 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
MARK AND ROCHELLE FRIEDMAN FAMILY TRUST 6871 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
NANCY A & JOSEPH A SALWIERAK JNT TENANCY TR 7689 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD STE 102 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7309 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
MICHAEL J/BARBARA L FLEENER REVOCABLE TR 7251 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
RYAN PATTERSON ENTERPRISES LLC 7352 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
COSTELLO WARREN RUSSELL/SUSAN ELIZABETH 7289 E AURORA 85266
WINFIELD OWNERS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 7419 E QUIEN SABE WY 85266
JERRI Z KRANTZ TRUST 7156 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
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WRI SUMMIT REIT LP  N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7287 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 7999 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
CUSTOM QUALITY BUILDER OF ARIZONA LLC E CALLE DE LAS ESTRELLAS 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32415 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 5 STE 105 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32000 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
CARLON JOSEPH R/KRISTEN B 31421 N 69TH ST 85266
CHARLES AND JOAN WOLTER TRUST 31550 N 70TH ST 85266
LAUREN G KAHN REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 7115 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
WILSON DONALD LORNE/WENDY LYNN 6943 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
FIFLIS MICHAEL P/MCMAHON ALISA 7454 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
LAS PIEDRAS AT SEVANO VILLAGE HOA INC 32710 N 74TH WY 85266
SIMONSON LIVING TRUST N 69TH ST 85266
GARBER JONATHAN STACEY/DIANNA MARIA 32643 N 70TH ST 85266
VOLENEC LISA 7293 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
FONG CHRISTOPHER C/SU 7134 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
CANDEO SCHOOLS INC 7191 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
SCOTTSDALE CITY OF E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7214 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
JACKSON MICHAEL CARL/JENNIFER MARIE 7135 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7290 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
HURL CRAIG/SOUSA ANNA 7486 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
CZECH WILLIAM R 7470 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
RIDDLE JEROME/DAWN 7998 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
VAZQUEZ EVELYN M 32769 N 69TH ST 85266
KOZICH RONALD J/OLIVIERI FAYE S 7144 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
PARKER LYLE R/LAUREL O 32947 N 74TH WY 85266
HREBEC REVOCABLE TRUST 7579 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
BERZIN ALAN L/ILENE G 7027 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
GLASS JEFFREY/NANCY 7087 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 112 85266
QUINN DANIEL M/PATRICIA L 7532 E CAMINO PUESTA DEL SOL 85266
WILLIAM J FEINBERG AND LINDA M FEINBERG TRUST 7234 E AURORA 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 32003 N 73RD PL 85266
JACQUELINE J DAVIS REVOCABLE TRUST 7239 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
CASALE VINCEANNE F 7521 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
ELLIOTT KENNETH EUGENE/MARY LOUISE 31642 N 69TH ST 85266
DAVIDSON LANCE S 6827 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
JACOBS JANET LYNN 32654 N 68TH PL 85266
SQUIRES CYNTHIA 32014 N 73RD PL 85266
KAUFFMAN JAMES R 7877 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
NICK BAGDASARIAN LIVING TRUST 7183 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32801 N 73RD WY 85266
KENNETH A AND CYNTHIA M KARK TRUST 7246 E AURORA 85266
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K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7222 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
FULLER DOUGLAS H/EMILY GOTTSACKER 32476 N 71ST WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32746 N 73RD WY 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E AURORA 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
LEAFSTONE HOWARD J/BOWLING PAULA G 7067 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC/SCOTTSDAL    0 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
LYNCH JERRY/NELDA 6980 E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7141 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WEBSTER MARK/KAREN 7975 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
KEEP SHAWN F 7397 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
CATHERINE C GASKELL TRUST 6963 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
QUINLAN JOHN E/SUE A 32675 N 70TH ST 85266
SCOTT LEE G/PATTI L 32962 N 71ST ST 85266
CHATHAM KRISTI HANSON/RUSSELL A 7406 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
TATUM ROBERT W/MARGO TER KUILE 7135 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7258 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
COOPER MITCHELL R/JACKELYN 31777 N 68TH ST 85331
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32531 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 3 STE 109 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 69TH ST 85266
KAFKA TODD L/ANN M 7539 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
ELLIOTT JAMES ROSS 31632 N 69TH ST 85266
PHILLIPS JOSHUA W\AMY 31825 N 68TH ST 85331
KOBAYASHI MASAYUKI/ANACEE 31440 N 70TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32957 N 68TH PL 85266
HAUSER GARRY J/VERONICA I TR 7957 E SOARING EAGLE WY 85266
HOLTMEIER JAMES\JOYCE 32852 N 69TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32607 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 1 STE 101 85266
2004 GUERCIO FAMILY REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 7398 E SONORAN TR 85266
SUSAN J TEKSTRA SEPARATE PROPERTY TRUST 7044 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
JAMES AND GRETCHEN CURTIS FAMILY TRUST 7145 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
TF DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS LLC 32401 N 74TH WY 85266
COATES RONALD TR/JEAN TR 32838 N 74TH WY 85266
SUSAN B COHN 2012 QUALIFIED PERSONAL RESIDENC 7784 E LAZY J RD 85266
TARGET CORPORATION  N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32962 N 73RD WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7288 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
MINDLIN MURRAY/MARY BETH 6928 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
GLEN W PLAGMANN AND MARY L PLAGMAN LIVING TRU32779 N 70TH ST 85266
PONTRESINA TRUST 7199 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32911 N 73RD WY 85266
JONKOSKY LIVING TRUST 6888 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
NORRIS GEORGE E TR 32756 N 69TH ST 85266
7122 E ALOE VERA LLC 7122 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
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COUNTRYMAN JOEY D/DEBRA S 7167 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
JOHNSON FAMILY LIVING TRUST 7183 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
TALLON DEREK/JOHNSTON SHERRIE 7546 E CAMINO PUESTA DEL SOL 85266
FERN MEDWIN TRUST 7178 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
ROTH JOHN/LINDA A 7140 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP  N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
THIBEDEAU JOSH RAYMOND 31970 N 71ST ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
PAN BAOLU 7287 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
BUNTING ROBERT L/MARIA E 32803 N 70TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32400 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
RULE LIVING TRUST N 69TH ST 85266
LAMBERT JEFF/CYNTHIA 7899 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
MURIETTA JESUS/ALMA 6886 E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 113 85266
RICHARD D AND BARBARA R TURLEY TRUST 6912 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
RODDY NANCY MURIEL TR 32772 N 69TH ST 85266
BAKER STEVEN T/ANITA 6840 E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32936 N 70TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32565 N 68TH PL 85266
DAMIR VUKOSA AND CATHERINE A VUKOSA FAMILY TRU 7133 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
EINRICH JONATHAN R/LONGO JUDITH ANNE 7263 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
REVOCABLE TRUST OF ALBERT L FIERRO JR 7618 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
ELLIOTT RAYMOND W/JOAN E 32916 N 69TH ST 85266
7545 LAS PIEDRAS LLC 7545 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
WOODWARD MICHAEL D/COLLEEN 6975 E RANCH RD 85266
HACIENDA TRUST 32424 N 68TH WY 85266
VAN NORMAN ANN M 32611 N 70TH ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7275 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
SCHADEGG FAMILY LIVING TRUST 7563 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
JENNINGS MARY K 32896 N 68TH PL 85266
ZIEGELMAIER MARY C 32147 N 73RD PL 85266
2020 CHERITIMO LIVING TRUST 32787 N 70TH ST 85266
LAUPP MARIANNE/DONALD G 7269 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 7474 E SONORAN TR 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32700 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
TARR STEVEN C/CYNTHIA M 32680 N 70TH ST 85266
SANZARI FAMILY TRUST 7298 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
MARTIG RICHARD A/JILL B 6955 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
GARM ANTONINA/ZAITZOW MICHAEL 7114 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7232 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 107 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32850 N 71ST ST 85266
WILLIAMS TREVOR LLEWELLYN CLAR/ELEANOR ELSIE 7216 E AURORA 85266
THAIN LIVING TRUST 32063 N 73RD PL 85266
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BLACK MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
6962 E HIBISCUS WAY LLC 6962 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
STUEHM GEORGE M/VICKI J TR 32723 N 70TH ST 85266
MILLER ROBERT N/SUE A 6939 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32409 N SCOTTSDALE RD STE 109 85266
HELEN FRANTZ FAMILY TRUST N 71ST ST 85266
NASSBERG DAVID/RONI 32516 N 68TH PL 85266
CANDEO SCHOOLS INC 7073 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 31850 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
SCOTTSDALE CITY OF 32355 N 68TH ST 85266
MALDONADO ALEX E/HEIDI S 6875 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
HOLLAND DAN P/KIM A 6814 E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
ROBINSON GERALD WILLIAM/MICHAELYNN JEAN 7211 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
EWING ROSLYN 7159 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
FLACK FAMILY TRUST 7599 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
KARSON ALLEN/BONNIE J TR 7111 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
DENNISTON BRENT/HEATHER 7157 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
PATTERSON BRENDA J/JAMES H 7569 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
WHITE MICHELE M/STEVEN E SR 7227 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
REDMOND FAMILY 2003 TRUST 6859 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
WAYMIRE JOHN B/DEBRA 7163 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7273 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SMITH EVAN W/MERYL TR 7544 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 32039 N 73RD PL 85266
MCKEEVER PATRICK/CHAR 7032 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
UECKER CONNIE R/WAGNER JOHN R 7130 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
BARNETT ALLEN/MARSHA 6919 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7228 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
WHITLEY SCOTT S/DONNA J 7180 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
KRAUSE ROY GUSTAV/KATHRYN VENTURA 32891 N 68TH PL 85266
SAMPSON PATRICK SHANE/JENNIFER VROMAN 7502 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
ROTCHFORD GERALDINE H 7135 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32762 N 73RD WY 85266
SCHMID GEORGE W/MARY E TR 6895 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
JUDITH S BLISS REVOCABLE TRUST/MATHER NANCY 6967 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 6958 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
CONLEY EDWARD/NADINE 7008 E RANCH RD 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7170 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
BOSKOVIC MARIJAN/MARY 6914 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
WINGATE TIMOTHY ROY/KELLEY KIMBERLY A 7106 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
HINOA LLC 7118 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
E-HOUSE AZ LLC N 74TH WY 85266
MATHEWS FAMILY LIVING TRUST 7268 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
FLAHERTY JULIE CATHERINE/MICHAEL SCOTT 32786 N 68TH PL 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
SINKEVICH MICHAEL J/PATRICE M 7257 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
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SANDOVAL COLLEEN F 7228 E AURORA 85266
GOUMAS DEAN/STAVROULA 7042 E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
MCGOUGH TIMOTHY P/MAUREEN 7014 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
FRANK J LAUDONIO AND GLORIA B LAUDONIO REV TR 7056 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32783 N 73RD WY 85266
CARIN SHEPTIN LIVING TRUST 7238 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
WATKINS DAVID N/LORRAINE A 6943 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
GINESTET ROGER MAURICE/LINDA KRYSTINE 7216 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 68TH WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32560 N 68TH PL 85266
STARR KERRY M 32704 N 70TH ST 85266
PINSKY SHARON 6915 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
GRUVER JOHN B/TERRY J 7643 E LAZY J RD 85266
ENGLAND DIANA 32872 N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7264 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
MUTH WILLIAM H/SUSAN B 6864 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
MANZONE RODOLFO B/DAGBJORT H 32908 N 69TH ST 85266
CLARK FAMILY TRUST 32696 N 70TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32759 N 68TH PL 85266
FLORENTINE GEORGE A/MYRA COX TR 32015 N 71ST ST 85266
NELSON JOHN/JUDITH 32667 N 70TH ST 85266
LOEFFLER WILLIAM R/SANDRA M 7605 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
NATALIA LIVING TRUST 31977 N 71ST ST 85266
FRIEND LIVING TRUST 7040 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7229 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32893 N 73RD WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32870 N 73RD WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7293 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
LINDA MOULTON FITZGERALD TRUST 6930 E RANCH RD 85266
PROFFITT REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST 32761 N 69TH ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
ADAMS FAMILY TRUST 32075 N 73RD PL 85266
DAVID AND CAROLYN HETRICK TRUST 32915 N 70TH ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 6944 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 103 85266
MCMANAMA PATRICK J/LENEWAY CAROL A 32656 N 70TH ST 85266
KAPLAN 1982 REVOCABLE TRUST 7638 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
COOK SUSAN 6973 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
DRIER TIMOTHY C/HEIDI S 32893 N 74TH WY 85266
CORNING MICHAEL G/LISA M 32050 N 73RD PL 85266
MARY JO ROBINSON LIVING TRUST 32099 N 73RD PL 85266
MCVEY ANNE MARIE 7171 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
CLEWANS BONNIE/SUMMER SAMUEL 6863 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
GINN ROBERT W/JACQUELINE TR 6906 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7285 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
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AMBERJACK LAND LLC 32800 N HAYDEN RD 85266
ARONOW MARTIN R/LINDA M 7221 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7280 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
MAVRIKOS STYLIANOS/CHRISTINE ANNE 32764 N 68TH PL 85266
JOLESCH MARK A/JULIE D 7765 E LAZY J RD 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32633 N SCOTTSDALE RD OFC 101 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32601 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
BROCK JACK L JR/EMI NAKAMURA 7152 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
TURNER THOMAS N/KATHLEEN B 31616 N 70TH ST 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
BOLEY JANET M TR 33045 N 68TH PL 85266
DUMMERMUTH RICHARD M/CYNTHIA L 32632 N 68TH PL 85266
MUTCH FAMILY TRUST 32796 N 69TH ST 85266
MARINO VINCENT A/SARAH E 7263 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
DAMIEN THOMAS BURNETT REVOCABLE TRUST 7268 E ECLIPSE DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD PL 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E LEANING ROCK RD 85266
WILLIAM LEE II & JENNIFER LOUISE PEARSON TRUS 7035 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
HUNTER GREGORY/PATRICIA 32819 N 70TH ST 85266
ROMANOW KARL R/LORRAINE H TR 32777 N 69TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32421 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 4 STE 109 85266
YAMAGUCHI BRIAN M/CHARISSE N 32918 N 68TH PL 85266
VALLEY REALTY PARTNERS LLC 7051 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
MONTOUR DEAN TR/MARLENE TR 6910 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32619 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 6 STE 107 85266
OGDEN CHARLES A/MARGARET A THUDE 7102 E RANCH RD 85266
KARAMOOZ SAIEDEH 32135 N 73RD PL 85266
WILBON MICHAEL R/SHERYL A WATKINS 7665 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
WINFIELD OWNERS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 0 E SOARING EAGLE WY 85266
BUSS SHIRLEY 7194 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
COCIUBA DINA 32100 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
TERRY AND CATHY NEVIN FAMILY TRUST 7257 E AURORA 85266
RACHAEL BILARDI LIVING TRUST 7989 E SOARING EAGLE WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32566 N 71ST ST 85266
BARTELSTONE HOWARD I/JUDITH S TR 7068 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
HS-JC FINANCE COMPANY LLC 7247 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
LAS PIEDRAS AT SEVANO VILLAGE HOA INC N 74TH WY 85266
ALEXANDER MARK H/LINDA 32968 N 68TH WY 85266
TAUBMAN GARY R 32051 N 73RD PL 85266
CLAUS J BETTER TRUST/HEIKE BETTER TRUST 32111 N 73RD PL 85266
BONFANTI RICHARD S/DEBORAH REX 7550 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32415 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 5 STE 101 85266
HALTERMAN JERRY C/SHIOZAKI CAREN C TR 31439 N 68TH ST 85331
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 7176 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7212 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32409 N SCOTTSDALE RD STE 105 85266
SINGLETON LISA O 7164 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
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NICHTA LARISA 31440 N 71ST ST 85266
DAVID AND SYLVIA BETHUNE FAMILY TRUST 7753 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
WHISPER ROCK ESTATES COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 8003 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
BRIDGET MURRAY LIVING TRUST 7128 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
RICE CAROL TR 6912 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
IOSET PHILLIP R/JANICE E 7154 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION N 73RD ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7282 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
AMBERJACK LAND LLC 31900 N OLD BRIDGE RD 85266
MARY E GRAFT REVOCABLE TRUST 32610 N 68TH PL 85266
RONALD J MORGAN REV TR/DONNA A MORGAN REV TR 7378 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
WARREN CYNTHIA ANN 6920 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
SHARON K SEDIVY TRUST 6971 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
MNS-R&R LLC 7175 E ALOE VERA DR 85266
BAKER GEORGE CHARLES/DEBORAH D TR 6995 E RANCH RD 85266
KAPLAN JAY M TR 7658 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
BLACK MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB INC E TERRAVITA WY 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32985 N 71ST ST 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC N 70TH ST 85266
BRICE C EDWARD/ANNA O 32098 N 73RD PL 85266
SCHAFFLER THOMAS J/SUSAN U 7595 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
SCHOR TIMOTHY JOHN/LINDA JEAN 32804 N 69TH ST 85266
DAVID B HOLTHE TRUST 7239 E CALLE PRIMERA VISTA 85266
JPF INVESTMENTS LC 32800 N 71ST ST 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7294 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
KATZ ILYA/ANGELA 7855 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
HOLMAN FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 6960 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32837 N 73RD WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 7246 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
ALBERTO PEDRETTI AND SHELLY PEDRETTI TRUST 7130 E SIENNA BOUQUET PL 85266
MAMA LOU PROPERTIES LLC 6882 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
SOLSTICE AT SEVANO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION E ECLIPSE DR 85266
FERRARO MICHAEL/VERONICA TR 7315 E LOWER WASH PASS 85266
BISHOP 1989 REVOCABLE TRUST 6983 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
GORDON RONALD J/LISA M 32638 N 71ST ST 85266
CUNNINGHAM ALICE G TR 6900 E MIGHTY SAGUARO WY 85266
STEPHENSON BRADEN M/MICHAEL L/KATHERINE R/PEDR  7552 E CAMINO PUESTA DEL SOL 85266
TERRAVITA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC 32588 N 68TH PL 85266
SONORAN LLC 7439 E SONORAN TR 85266
MCGRAW MARK A/DIANE L 6955 E BRAMBLE BERRY LN 85266
SEAN C AND ELIZABETH M BURR REVOCABLE TRUST 7079 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
NATALIE J MCGOVERN SURVIVORS TRUST 7103 E THIRSTY CACTUS LN 85266
TRUST NO 101/TRUST NO 102 32715 N 70TH ST 85266
BEGHTOL ADAM S/MURILLO REBECCA L 7587 E CAMINO SALIDA DEL SOL 85266
HILL THOMAS P/SUSAN C 32803 N 68TH PL 85266
GERALD E BASQUETTE LIVING TRUST 32869 N 68TH PL 85266
MY PROPS LLC 6914 E LONE MOUNTAIN RD 85266
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WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32415 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 5 STE 103 85266
TARGET CORPORATION  E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
CAMILLE SALSONE LIVING TRUST 33001 N 68TH PL 85266
CACTUS WREN VACATIONS LLC 32899 N 70TH ST 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32527 N SCOTTSDALE RD BLDG 2 STE 103 85266
HECHT AARON/MISTY 7217 E AURORA 85266
TIMMAN TRUST 7228 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
MILAZZO RONALD/CHERYL 7455 E CAMINO RAYO DE LUZ 85266
OWENS LIVING TRUST 6848 E BURNSIDE TR 85266
OMALLEY PAMELA C TR 32740 N 69TH ST 85266
FISCHER ANNE L 32121 N 73RD ST 85266
WATSON DAVID B/CAMI M 7289 E SONORAN TR 85266
KATRAKIS LEONIDAS/FOTINI 6931 E ASHLER HILLS DR 85266
SNIPES WILLIAM RAY/ALDEN WILLIAMS 32868 N 69TH ST 85266
POPE JAMES L/GLEE B 7240 E AURORA 85266
OZAWA SPENCER TR 7898 E WHISPER ROCK TR 85266
WRI SUMMIT REIT LP 32633 N SCOTTSDALE RD 85266
FRAME FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST 7265 E AURORA 85266
REILEY BLAIR/GWYNNE 32710 N 71ST ST 85266
NEIL D BLITSTEIN TR/CHRISTINE C BLITSTEIN TR 32875 N 70TH ST 85266
ERICKSON FAMILY PARTNERSHIP LP 6951 E HIBISCUS WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32949 N 73RD WY 85266
K HOVNANIAN AT SCOTTSDALE HEIGHTS LLC 32924 N 73RD WY 85266
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